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1  Executive Summary 
 

This document describes the validation tasks performed by the use cases, aiming to 
assess their implementations over the CoherentPaaS model.  

Functional validation has been completed for all use cases, proving that from the 
functional point of view, the CoherentPaaS model has provided the means to 
implement the desired functionalities. CEP operators and query operators were 
adequate to serve the use case needs for all required functions. Datasets have been 
generated taking under consideration the need to produce realistic data as well as 
preserve rules for data protection and privacy.  

Performance validation has been also completed; results are reported and compared 
to KPIs, as defined within the initial phases of the project. Finally all results are 
analysed to a final set of constructive conclusions about the system abilities, the 
impact to the providers’ business activities and the future directions towards further 
improvement. 
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2 Introduction 
 

The data management world has been evolving towards a large diversity of data 
management technologies. This has been motivated by an increasing demand for 
flexibility, efficiency and scalability. This blooming of data management technologies, 
where each technology is specialized and optimal for specific processing, has led to a 
“no one size fits all” situation. On one hand, traditional SQL databases have diverged 
into operational and analytical databases and then an evolution of them has led to a 
specialization for particular challenges and workloads. On the other hand, a new 
world has appeared, NoSQL data stores, where new data models and query languages 
and APIs appropriate for those data models have been proposed.  NoSQL data stores 
already targeted scalability, but it is achieved at the cost of renouncing to the data 
consistency provided by transactions, because at that point in time nobody 
transactional processing was the bottleneck.  

This trend has resulted in a large proliferation of query languages and APIs leading to 
a number of isolated silos that are creating increasing pains at enterprises due to the 
difficulties in updating 3these independent silos and joining data across them.  

CoherentPaaS addresses all these issues by providing a rich PaaS with a wide 
diversity of data stores and data management technologies optimized for particular 
tasks, data, and workloads. CoherentPaaS integrates NoSQL, SQL data stores, and 
complex event processing data management systems providing them with holistic 
transactional coherence and enabling correlation of data across data stores by means 
of a common query language. 

 
Figure 1 – CoherentPaaS stack – Use cases 
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This document is the final version of the validation deliverable of the CoherentPaaS; 
validation is made through its use cases, standing on the top of the platform layers 
(Figure 1). Its main aim is to describe the level of achieved conformance to the 
requirements and goals, which were described through the requirements analysis 
phase. Benefits are pointed out as well as cases where deviation from the goals are 
monitored. The deliverable is Public, aiming to exhibit tangible and measurable 
achievements of CoherentPaaS model. 

For each use case, we describe the validation methodology, the tests made, the data 
and machine environments. Finally, the measurements which were collected out of 
this testing process - as far as concerns functional and performance behaviour - are 
reported. For certain cases, a series of results are given, as a consequence of further 
optimization of the platform and the system, aiming to reach the target and satisfy 
business requirements. Hence, testing involved a continuous interaction with the 
platform development teams and the data sore providers, which led to noticeable 
performance improvements.  Results and conclusions are given, showing directions 
for future work as well impact to business cases. 

2.1 Relation with other deliverables 
It is assumed that the reader of this document which is a public deliverable, has 
become familiar to the use cases design as it has been described within previous 
deliverables of WP9 “ Use Cases” and specifically with the public deliverables 
D9.1”Use Cases Requirements Analysis”, D9.2”Use Cases Design”. 
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3 CLOUD TELECOM/M2M USE CASE – CDR 
ANALYTICS 

3.1 Methodology 
Validation of the CDR analytics use case follows a 2-phase approach: 

1. Functional validation, where the queries applied will be tested so that to assure 
their correctness. Mainly graph queries and joins, aggregates calculation and 
loading of usage data are the most frequently used subqueries. Our functional 
validation methodology attempts to test first the component queries before 
getting into wider and more complex queries. 

2. Performance validation, it will go over all performance indicators as set initially 
within public deliverable D9.1 “User Requirements Analysis”. Query execution 
time is the important metric in almost all cases.  To maximize the performance 
of such systems requires measurements and analysis to understand what are 
the key issues impacting performance in order to eliminate bottlenecks. In this 
sense the valuable insights produced by the X-Ray monitoring system will 
communicate performance issues more clearly by demonstrating key 
performance metrics. Optimizing performance through testing and monitoring 
is the means to the ultimate goal of improving user experience and providing 
aspiring users with a system that can interactively respond (baseline 
performance) to complex queries and cope successfully with large datasets.  

3.1.1 Data Validity and Protection 

Validating the CDR analytics use case requires vast amount of usage and invoicing 
data, coming from telecom providers. Data of commercial confidence, with private 
information, are not available for new product and software development and/or 
testing. Preserving data privacy and commercial confidentiality is of utmost 
importance. Telecom operators are always denying to give away data, even if they are 
asked to sign a non-disclosure agreement. It is not only private data that they are 
caring of, where an anonymity measure would be sufficient, but also statistical 
indicators of their data sets (mainly usage and charges) are remaining strictly 
confidential.  

Having reviewed the legal and ethical implications associated with the CDR analytics 
use case, we have employed synthetic data sets in order to validate the new 
implementation. A CDR generator module has been implemented which produces 
realistic CDR data based upon statistical models, applied on hypothetical contracts 
and subscriber MSISDNs.  

The CDR generator was implemented in R programming language using statistical 
models that simulate customer daily usage patterns based on the service type of 
customer sessions. For each provider/operator a charge for each session type is also 
provided. Using our generator we produced synthetic CDR traces for a number of 
contracts (up to 1.000.000 for 100.000 customers) with time varying traffic demand 
depending on the time of day and day of week.  

Modelling of Data and Voice session types follow a Pareto distribution when it comes 
to duration, while SMS and MMS follow a Poisson distribution with a traffic rate that 
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is time-varying. For this set of simulations we employ 3 different traffic rate patterns 
(high, medium, low) for each session type.  

To produce invoice lines we utilize the synthetic generated CDRs in cooperation with 
synthetic generated scenarios that describe how charges are applied based a number 
of different pricing policies. 

3.2 Functional Validation 
The initial requirements analysis, as described in the public document “D9.1 User 
Requirements Analysis”, showed which will be the basic functional blocks of the use 
case. Some of these functions are realized through the implementation and execution 
of queries or subqueries. 

Below we list these functions and describe how we tested them and got preliminary 
results about their correctness and sufficiency. Some of them are not the use case 
overall functions, but they represent frequently used (elementary) functional 
components which are found in many operations. Functional testing mostly focuses 
on the output that is generated after being subjected to varying inputs and in some 
cases takes into account the internal mechanism and components involved while 
testing under the desired input conditions. 

3.2.1 Choosing a customer group/segment 

The most common sub-function is to identify and select a specific group of 
subscribers. There are various ways to make this separation and many cases where 
you need this grouping either as a customer segmentation function that is taking 
place or as subcomponent of a query that makes several calculations for these 
customers. 

The types of subscribers’ selections identified for the use case were: 

o One subscriber number 
o One customer’s subscribers’ numbers 
o A list of subscribers  
o A group of subscribers extracted from variant  usage communication 

criteria including the nature and connectivity strength of 
communication among subscribers 

It is evident that selection is easily defined based on the creation of lists of 
subscribers or list of contracts. However, to identify groups of subscribers based on 
usage communication criteria employed the graph data store structure and the 
appropriate query engine. Before, validating the overall functional correctness for the 
overall use case, it was necessary to validate the correctness of query components 
which access the graph in order to get the wanted customer data – contracts, 
subscriber numbers etc. 

3.2.1.1 Functional Validation of Graph Query Components 

The need to consider also the relations among network users (numbers) and their 
positions within a communication graph (family graph, corporate graph, social 
network graph) has added further general functional requirements, such as:  
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1. Creation of voice graph (or enriching existing graph information) based on 
network usage data of a given period. 

2. Analysing the effect of scenario change to a given contract, considering also the 
change cascading also to contracts which are strongly linked to it, based upon a 
certain graph criteria. 

3. Finding  the customers with the biggest “power” in terms of their ability to affect 
other number users (even non-subscribers), and make the most appropriate offer. 

4. Finding  the effect in operators’ revenue from current customer base when a non-
subscriber number (or group of numbers), migrates to the operators’ network 
under a specific scenario 

The trend for telecom operators is to build several graph scenarios for their customer 
and non-customer base, based upon findings of heuristic and/or statistical analysis 
on their data: communication, usage data, CRM data, social network analysis. Such 
graphs are consisting of: 

• A set of nodes, each node corresponds to a number (MSISDN), subscriber 
number (MSISDN) or non-subscriber number.  

• Directed Edges among nodes A and B, representing communication sessions, A 
calling B,  

• Values and weights on edges, representing type of relation i.e. family, 
colleague, number of calls and duration.  

A similar graph has been created for our CDR analytics use case. Actually, and in 
order to test the graph we created specific unit tests per query. We loaded a small 
dataset into the Sparksee data store. We developed our queries and confirmed 
functionality using directly the Sparksee data store. The process was repeated using 
the CloudMdsQL syntax and querying the data store through the Common Query 
Engine. Both cases returned the expected results following a specific input. 

3.2.2 Choosing and loading CDR dataset 

Another frequently used sub-function is the loading of usage data (CDRs) based upon 
criteria such as the caller MSISDN and the billing cycle(s). The interactivity feature 
which is necessary for loading them (before passing them to re-rating stage) along 
with some performance tests led us to the decision to use the in-memory store 
facility. 

3.2.2.1 Functional Validation of Usage Data Selection 

The role of functional validation is to take the business requirements for usage data 
selection and test all of it thoroughly from a functional viewpoint. To evaluate the 
system compliance with its specific requirements we used a small controlled dataset. 
Basically we defined a small number of different subpopulations with different traffic 
patterns and a number of scenarios with bias towards specific traffic patterns. Then 
based on expected results we were able to evaluate and verify the correctness of our 
approach, since there were well distinguished clusters of customers to test.  
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3.2.3 Finding Best/Target Scenario & Comparison analysis against 
charging scenarios and upon scenario changes 

The fundamental group of functions is to find a specific scenario that satisfies a 
certain condition: 

o It is the best scenario 
o It is closest to a specific target 

Moreover, certain functions need to compare scenarios and produce ranked lists of 
scenarios or customers according to certain criteria: 

o Rank customers based on distance of each one’s actual scenario charges 
from the best scenario 

o Price Distance of actual scenario from a given scenario per customer 
o Average distance of invoices form the best per scenario 

Other functions estimate the effects on the revenue upon modifying charging 
schemes: 

o Calculate Revenue upon scenario modification – To calculate the total 
revenue which is generated, when we substitute the invoices which are 
based on a specific rating scenario with their corresponding simulated 
charges which produced based on a given new scenario.  

o Calculate Revenue upon scenario substitution for a customer segment - 
This query calculates the total revenue which is generated when we 
substitute the invoices of wanted customers with their corresponding 
simulated charges which will be produced based on a given new scenario.  

 
All these functions were addressed by the following queries (naming as in Section 
2.4.1 of restricted document D9.3 Use Cases Implementation – initial version) 

1. Query “Best Scenario Finding” 
2. Query “Target Scenario Finding” 
3. Queries “Data Aggregation” 
4. Query “Calculate Revenue upon scenario modification” 
5. Query “Calculate Revenue upon scenario substitution for a customer segment” 
6. Query “Strong Customers in Risk” 

3.2.3.1 Functional Validation  

Unfolding the exact functionality behind finding best scenario, or scenarios closest to 
a specific target hinged upon the usage of a small controlled dataset. To verify the 
correctness of our approach we created extreme case with obvious expected results 
(e.g. a scenario with very low charges or great discounts), and then we iterate tests 
using more realistic synthetic data. Due to the low volume of data used during 
functionality tests and the controlled number of scenarios we were able to easily 
define the expected result and to compare it with the result produced by our system 
to validate our approach. Similar was the approach for the functional validation of 
other queries, where revenue effect was calculated and comparison analysis was 
necessary against scenarios. 

In order to validate the outcome for Strong Customers/Subscribers in Risk we 
resorted to produce synthetic data that create well known defined subpopulations 
(weak vs strong customers, based on  hashing contractId attribute) and then 
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associate them in a controlled manner with extreme scenarios that favored specific 
traffic patterns. As a result a subset of those Strong Customers/Subscribers in our 
domain were handed unfriendly scenarios. That classification of customer instances 
provided us with a clear expected result which we were able to use for functional 
validation of our use case.  

3.2.4 Interactivity functions - Loading Usage Data before re-rating 

One of the top demanding requirements of the use case was to load as quickly as 
possible usage data for certain customer cases. The need is to load them and then 
pass them to the rating engine in order to calculate new simulated invoices for these 
data. Hence, such cases are mostly employed under interactive use scenarios, and 
therefore, the need to quickly get the usage data is obvious.  

The function combines a selection of a group of subscribers with a selection of the 
relevant usage data. Sometimes, the filter that is applied to subscribers needs to 
consider also simulated invoice results.  

All these functions were addressed by the following queries (naming as in Section 
2.4.1 of restricted document D9.3 Use Cases Implementation – initial version) 

1. Query “Interactive Customer Analysis” 
2. Query “Usage of off-net commuters” 

 

3.2.4.1 Functional Validation of Loading Usage Data queries 

Given the fact that we can create synthetic generated data we can adjust our 
generator to create desired traffic for a subset of our dataset in a controlled manner. 
That way we can identify specific subscribers that will fall into a specific traffic 
pattern. Armed with that knowledge we can proceed and verify if our use case 
implementation produces the desired results. Tuning parameters on generator can 
create a number of possible test cases for functional validation of our use case.   

3.3 Performance Validation 
Performance validation should attempt to measure the level of distance from the 
target metrics (and the acceptable ones) as set in the Table below (borrowed from 
the public document D9.1.”User Requirement Analysis”) 

Delay 
Require
ments 

Name Brief Description Acceptabl
e Metric 

Target 
Metric 

ReqC.01 BILLING CYCLE 

PROCESS 

Import, analyze and prepare the data for 
one billing cycle 

60  
mins 

30 
mins 

ReqC.02 ONE CONTRACT 
LOAD DATA 

Retrieve real usage, cost and billing data 
for one contract number 

15  
secs 

5 
secs 

ReqC.03 ONE CUSTOMER 
LOAD DATA 

Retrieve real usage, cost and billing data 
for a customer account of 1000 active 

contracts 

120 
secs 

60 
secs 
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ReqC.04 LOAD ONE 

NUMBER BEST 
SCENARIO DATA  

Retrieve data for best alternative 
scenario for one contract number, while 

user is dynamically changing scenario 
parameters, assuming decision making 
on ~5000 scenarios and 3 billing cycles 

30 
secs 

10 
secs 

ReqC.05 LOAD ONE 
CUSTOMER BEST 
SCENARIO DATA  

Retrieve data for best alternative 
scenario for one customer account of 

1000 active contracts, while user is 
dynamically changing scenario 

parameters, assuming decision making 
on ~5000 scenarios and 3 billing cycles 

4 
mins 

2 
mins 

ReqC.06 LOAD ONE 
NUMBER TARGET 
SCENARIO DATA  

Retrieve data for a target alternative 
scenario (e.g. 10% less expensive than 
real billed amounts) for one contract 

number, while user is dynamically 
changing scenario parameters, assuming 
decision making on ~5000 scenarios and 

3 billing cycles 

40 
secs 

15 
secs 

ReqC.07 LOAD ONE 
CUSTOMER 

TARGET 
SCENARIO DATA  

Retrieve data for a target alternative 
scenario (e.g. 10% less expensive than 
real billed amounts) for one customer 

account of 1000 active contracts, while 
user is dynamically changing scenario 

parameters, assuming decision making 
on ~5000 scenarios and 3 billing cycles 

5 
mins 

2.5 
mins 

Table 1 – Table of CDR analytics requirements (D9.1) 

 

3.3.1 Methodology 

Designing, executing and analyzing our system relied on the effectiveness of synthetic 
workloads produced by a synthetic data generator written in R programming 
language, in order to generate all kinds of data needed, following a variety of 
frequency distribution patterns to simulate real workloads. The selected 
methodology ensures good effective benchmarking since real workloads are non-
repeatable and more difficult to process in terms of evaluating the validity of the 
expected results. Using the R language for creating synthetic workloads simulated a 
controlled environment and gave us real insight of the distribution of the data, the 
cardinality of key attributes and the underlying correlations of the diverse datasets 
populating the multiple database systems on our system. 

As already noted, our system focus on 7-8 queries seeking for interactivity on reports 
that require joining data from multiple distributed data stores. The result of each 
query involves volumes of heterogeneous data produced by diverse data store 
systems. To effectively evaluate our queries an important factor relied on ensuring 
that each data store system was hosted on a proper environment that eliminated 
resource saturation issues. For this purpose we conduct a number of simulations on 
different environments using a proper workload selection representative of the 
available machines.  The initial configuration and testing involved Docker containers 
for each data store, though the latest measurements which are described in the 
following section were carried using blades provided by UPM. 
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The performance metric we were most interested was the average response time of 
each query. Apart from the interactivity status of queries, by necessity our focus was 
also shifted on other parameters such as the average throughput, scalability and fault 
tolerance.  

The approach followed initially involved controlled datasets to monitor the 
correctness and validity for the results of the system and to obtain a perspective on 
load and resource utilization conditions. Then multiple datasets of different sizes 
were utilized to determine relative performance over scale and to identify potential 
bottlenecks of the underlying system.  Performance evaluation techniques that 
involved mixing query parameters, especially user defined, were also introduced to 
test system under more dynamic situations. The main objective was to simulate an 
environment which would reflect realistic workloads and include a spectrum of query 
variants to extract as much insights as possible from the system.  

Instrumentation on database level and on CQE level was also important in order to 
ascertain the proportion in the execution duration of each query. Usage of tools such 
as JMeter also proven helpful to test specific use cases under stress conditions and 
simulate a multi-user environment.  

The experimental environment for the use case utilized 5 machines from the UPM 
cluster. Each of the 4 data stores has a dedicated machine and another  
machine has been allocated for the CQE server. All data stores except LeanXcale have 
been allocated machines which are equipped with 24 cores of Intel(R)  
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v2 @ 2.60GHz and 128 GBytes of memory, and are attached to 
480GB SSD disk and 3.6TB hard disk.  LeanXcale was executed in a quad-core Intel 
Xeon X3220@2.40GHz and 8GB of RAM. Finally all machines are connected over 
Gigabit Ethernet. 

The evaluation was also complemented with a scale-up evaluation of MonetDB using 
a 16-core machine 256 Gb memory, Disk 3 x 3T in raid 0, where 6 billion invoiced 
lines were loaded. 

3.3.2 Results 

Here below, the results of all measurements are being presented and commented. We 
present the main multi-data store queries that utilize and assess CoherentPaaS. 
Before the description of results, we provide information on a representative query, 
mainly onto the set of input parameters and the associated dataset.  

To provide a complete view, we also applied a series of intensive load testing – 
though it is not applicable for our use case -, based on JMeter; all Jmeter results are in 
Appendix 8.1. 

3.3.2.1 Representative Queries Test Parameters and Dataset 

The following set of parameters provides a sample test data for the queries and the 
results described onwards. For each test parameter, there is a dataset in the data 
stores of a given size which we also describe below: 

• Test Parameters: 
– Contracts 100.000  
– Scenarios 50 

mailto:X3220@2.40GHz
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– Billing Period 12 months 
– Billing Cycles 3 

 
• Volume/Number of Entries (for the above test parameters) 

– Simulated Invoices (#Contracts * #Billing Period * #Scenarios) entries 
at MonetDB / ~3.5G 

– Contracts( #Contracts ) entries at Leanxcale / ~3MBs 
– Calls (  ~ #Contracts * #Avg Calls) entries at  Sparksee / ~1G 
– InvoicesLines (#Contracts * #Billing Period) entries at ActivePivot / 

~70MB 
– Contracts( Num Contracts ) entries at Leanxcale / ~3MBs 
– CDRs (~200 records per contract) at ActivePivot / ~36G 

 

The above test profile represents a single instance for each query performed. The 
tables of results include also execution times for other instances, having modified 
specific parameters in a query, to show how execution is affected upon changes, such 
as: 

– Contracts 10.00050.000100.000  
– Scenarios 50  5001 
– Billing Period 6 months 12 months 
– Billing Cycles remain always 3 

 
Last but not least, a set of subqueries were run on top of MonetDB: 

– Contracts 1.000.000  
– Scenarios 500 
– Total Size430 Gb 

We here on wards name this test as “X100” test, because it involves 6 billion invoice 
lines.  

3.3.2.2 Best Scenario Query 

Short Description - This query returns the best scenarios for wanted contracts 
(those that satisfy wanted criteria), i.e. the scenarios that generate the lower charges 
for a certain period (in billing cycles) for a number of contracts which are socially 
strongly linked to a certain number and belong to a given list of numbers. To resolve 
this query, it uses 3 data store queries (MonetDB, SparkSee, LeanXcale) 
 
 

• Query parameters (four defined at user interface - three implicitly defined): 
– CallerId, List of Contracts e.g. 10 contracts 
– billingCycleStart = 20150101, billingCycleStop = 20151221 
– Implicitly defined params ( minCalls & avgCallDuration, 

billCycles=“01,11,21”) 
• Query Build up (Involved Intermediate Tables) 

 
A is  Results (contractList, 20150101,20151201) (MonetDB)  A (Minimum 
simulated charges over a period for specific contracts)  

• #contractList  e.g 10*1 = 10 records 

                                                        

 
1 Results for tests with 500 scenarios are recorded in Appendix 10.2. 
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 B is LeanxcaleResults (contractList) (Leanxcale)  B   

• #contractList records 
 
C is Connectednums  (Sparksee) Params (callerId, billingCycleStart, 
billingCycleStop, avgCallDuration, minCalls)  C (socially strongly linked 
contracts to a certain number)  

• # ~20-30 records 
 
D is B JOIN C on caller_id   D (Contracts that belong to the list and are 
strongly social linked) 

• # ~20 records 
  
 FINAL is A JOIN D on cntr_id  Best Scenario Charges 
 

Having run the query with multiple parameters, we see its response times for 
different number of contracts and different number of months. The Table below 
illustrates the results. 

Contracts Months Related contracts Execution 
time (sec) 

10000 

1 
5 2,24 

10 2,27 

3 
5 2,34 

10 2,32 

6 
5 2,28 

10 2,32 

12 
5 2,42 

10 2,33 
15 2,43 

50000 

1 
5 2,08 

10 2,12 

3 
5 2,07 

10 2,09 

6 
5 2,07 

10 2,15 

12 
5 2,11 

10 2,11 
15 2,20 

100000 

1 
5 2,88 

10 2,96 

3 
5 2,92 

10 2,95 

6 
5 2,92 

10 2,95 

12 
5 2,97 

10 3,01 
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15 3,13 
 

Table 2 – Execution times for finding best scenarios 

 
Apart from the overall query test, it is important to measure the MonetDB individual 
query, run through the wrapper at a large scale context, of 6 billion invoice lines (X 
100 tests as described in Section 2.3.2.1. 
 

X 100 test at MonetDB with 6 billion invoice lines (500 scenarios, 1M contracts) 
Contracts Months Related 

contracts 
Execution time (sec) 

1.000.000  12 
10 18.6 
20 20.8 

Table 3 – (X 100) MonetDB single store test for best scenario query 
 

 
 

Figure 2 – Execution times graph for best scenario calculation 

Note about optimisations / Response time divided by 25 for 100k contracts and 
15 scenarios: The query was significantly improved during the validation and 
optimization tasks of the project through the resolution of two major issues. For 
instance, executing the query for 100.000 contracts, 15 related contracts and a 12 
months period, the best scenario was executed  

• In 51.42 seconds before the resolutions of the issues 
• In 3.13 sec after the issues were resolved. 

The two critical issues were the following: 
a. (Issue155) Noticed delays when JOIN is used on CQE server, even when joining 

small datasets and wanted to clarify what causes this issue and see if it is 
possible to improve performance  

b. (Issue166) a functional bug was affecting the validity of results produced with 
a JOIN statement. 

 

Conclusion Note: This query is the fundamental query for the tariff simulation 
product case for Neurocom. It aims to satisfy the main requirements set: ReqC04 and 
ReqC05 as described in earlier section in the D9.1 document. In our tests, we run the 
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query with more complex requirements and overheads, mainly because we wanted to 
show the multi-data store enhancements and how they can add functional advantages 
to cover more demanding requirements from the telecom operator point of view.  
The results are promising, especially as we note that the query scales well when 
number of contracts increases; having done also the X100 test at MonetDB premises, 
with 6 billion invoice lines, we can estimate that the target scenario can be answered 
within the acceptable or even the target range. 
 

Req. Description Acceptable Target Estimated Response  

ReqC.04 LOAD ONE 
NUMBER BEST 

SCENARIO DATA  

30 
secs 

10 
secs 

< 18.6 seconds 

 

Estimated exec time can 
be in the acceptable 

range even for 12 billion 
invoice lines  (x2) 

ReqC.05 LOAD ONE 
CUSTOMER BEST 
SCENARIO DATA  

4 
mins 

2 
mins 

20.8 (for 20 contracts) 

 

Estimate can within the 
target range even for 40 
billion invoice lines (x6) 

 
We can claim that the CoherentPaaS platform and the cooperative data stores can 
expand the range of customers to whom Neurocom can adapt tariff simulation 
solutions. 

3.3.2.3 Target Scenario Query 

This query returns the scenarios for wanted contract that are reaching a specific 
quantified target, i.e. the scenarios that generate charges within a specific range or 
within a specific % distance from the actual charges for the same billing periods. To 
resolve this query, it uses 4 data store queries (MonetDB, SparkSee, LeanXcale, 
ActivePivot). 
 

• Query parameters (five defined at user interface - three implicitly defined): 
– CallerId, List of Contracts e.g. 10 contracts 
– billingCycleStart = 20150101, billingCycleStop = 20151221 
– Charges Deviation = 5% 
– Implicitly defined params ( minCalls & avgCallDuration, 

billCycles=“01,11,21”) 
 

• Query Build up (Involved Intermediate Tables) 
  

A is  Results(contractList, 20150101,20151201) (MonetDB)  A (Simulated 
charges over a period for specific contracts)  

• #contractList * 50 e.g 10*50 = 500 records 
 

 B is LeanxcaleResults (contractList) (Leanxcale)   B   
• #contractList records 
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C is Connectednums  (Sparksee) (callerId, billingCycleStart, billingCycleStop, 
avgCallDuration, minCalls)   C (socially strongly linked contracts to a certain 
number)  

• # ~20-30 records 
 

D is ActualContractInvoices (contractList,20150101,20151201) (ActivePivot) 
--- D (Actual Charges over specific period for targeted contracts)  

• # ~20-30 records 
 

E is B JOIN C on caller_id  E # ~20 records ( Contracts that belong to the 
list and are strongly social linked) 

 
F is E JOIN A on caller_id  F # ~20*50 = 1000 records (Get all simulated 
charges for socially linked contracts) 

 
 FINAL is D JOIN F on caller_id Where  Result charges that deviate 5% 
 
Having run the query with multiple parameters, we collected the response times for 
different number of contracts and different number of months, as well as for different 
target ranges. The Table below illustrates the results. 
 

Contracts Months Related 
contracts 

Deviation (%) Execution time 
(sec) 

10,000 
 

1 
5 

5 2.40 
15 2.34 

10 
5 2.35 
15 2.38 

3 
5 

5 2.39 
15 2.40 

10 
5 2.40 
15 2.40 

6 5 
5 2.41 
15 2.40 

12 10 
5 2.52 
15 2.54 

15 5 2.55 

50,000 

1 
5 

5 2.53 
15 2.52 

10 
5 2.59 
15 2.61 

3 
5 

5 2.60 
15 2.63 

10 
5 2.71 
15 2.62 

6 5 
5 2.75 
15 2.80 

12 10 5 3.01 
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15 3.02 
15 5 3.00 

100,000 

1 
5 

5 2.84 
15 2.86 

10 
5 2.89 
15 2.90 

3 
5 

5 2.99 
15 2.96 

10 
5 3.07 
15 2.97 

6 5 
5 3.09 
15 3.13 

12 
10 

5 3.60 
15 3.58 

15 5 3.69 
Table 4 – Execution times for finding scenarios that fulfil a target 

 
Apart from the overall query test, it is important to measure the MonetDB individual 
query, run through the wrapper at a large scale context, of 6 billion invoice lines (X 
100 test as described in Section 2.3.2.1 
 

X 100 test at MonetDB with 6 billion invoice lines (500 scenarios, 1M contracts) 
Contracts Months Related 

contracts 
Execution time (sec) 

1,000,000  12 
10 14.9 
20 18.6 

Table 5 – (X 100) MonetDB single store test for target scenario query 

 

 
Figure 3 – Interactivity loss as deviation and number of related contracts change 
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Note about optimisations / Exec time divided by 3: The query was significantly 
improved during the validation period. Actually an execution time of 12.44 seconds 
(for query instance with 100,000 contracts, 12 months period and 15 related 
contracts with a target deviation of 5%) has now been reduced to 3.69 seconds. 
Optimisations were mainly involving the implementation and improvements on BIND 
JOIN. 
 
Conclusion Note: This query is also one of the most important queries for the tariff 
simulation product case for Neurocom. It aims to satisfy the main requirements set: 
ReqC06 and ReqC07 as described in earlier section in the D9.1 document. In our tests, 
we run the query with more complex requirements and overheads, mainly because 
we want to show the multi data – store functionality and in order to support more 
complex queries. The results are promising; having done also the X100 test at 
MonetDB premises, with 6 billion invoice lines, we can estimate that the target 
scenario can be answered within the acceptable or even the target range. 
 

Req Description Acceptable Target Estimated Response  

ReqC.06 LOAD ONE 
NUMBER TARGET 
SCENARIO DATA  

40 
secs 

15 
secs 

14.9 seconds 

 

Estimate can remain in 
the acceptable range 

even for 18 billion 
invoice lines (x3) 

ReqC.07 LOAD ONE 
CUSTOMER 

TARGET 
SCENARIO DATA  

5 
mins 

2.5 
mins 

18.6 (for 20 contracts) 

 

Estimate can within the 
target range even for 50 
billion invoice lines (x8) 

 
Hence, we can claim that the CoherentPaaS platform and the cooperative data stores 
can expand the range of customers to whom Neurocom can adapt tariff simulation 
solutions. 

3.3.2.4 Interactive Scenario (before re-rating) 

This query aims to get the CDRs which correspond to specific subscribers in order to 
re-rate them. For instance, is gets the usage data (CDRs) for wanted contracts which 
now pay more than from at least one simulated invoice, as generated by selected 
scenarios. To resolve this query, it uses 4 data store queries (MonetDB, SparkSee, 2 x 
ActivePivot) 
 

• Query parameters (three defined at user interface - three implicitly defined): 
– CallerId, List of Scenarios e.g. 10 scenarios 
– billingCycleStart = 20150101 
– Implicitly defined params ( minCalls & avgCallDuration, 

billCycles=“01,11,21”) 
• Query Build up (Involved Intermediate Tables) 
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A is Results(scenariosList, 20150101,20150121) (MonetDB)  A 
(Simulated charges over a period for all contracts for a scenario list)  

• # scenariosList * Contracts = 10 *100000 records 
 
B is CDRs (20150101,20150121) (ActivePivot)  B  

•  #contractList records 
 
C is Connectednums  (Sparksee) (callerId, billingCycleStart, 
billingCycleStop, avgCallDuration, minCalls)  C (socially strongly linked 
contracts to a certain number)  

• # ~20-30 records 
 
D is ActualContractInvoices (20150101,20150121) (ActivePivot) D 
(Actual Charges over specific period for targeted contracts)  

• # ~20-30 records 
 
E is A JOIN C on caller_id E # ~20 *10 records ( Contracts that belong 
to the list and are strongly social linked and scenarios in the list) 
 
F is D JOIN C on caller_id Where F # ~20 records (Get all contracts 
for which scenarios on the list produce better charges) 
 
Final is B JOINREF F on caller_id  Cdr Statitics 

 
 
Having run the query with multiple parameters, we collected the response times for 
different number of contracts and different number of scenarios. The Table below 
illustrates the results. 
 
 
Scenarios  
    Contracts 1 3 5 10 20 50 

10,000 0,52 0,73 0,87 1,23 2,43 7,73 

50,000 2,71 3,11 3,58 6,03 10,99 36,70 

100,000 3,69 5,05 6,77 11,12 22,83 82,62 

 
Table 6 – Execution times for interactive getting of usage data 

 
The results – as well as their representation on the figure below – show that the 
number of scenarios does affect dramatically the execution time. However, the 
business need usually demands such assessment for less than 5 scenarios; actually a 
marketing expert will seek for specific contracts, and re-rate them, when their results 
are threatened by one specific scenario, rather than 50. We also note that even when 
the number of scenarios rises to 10, the query is not affected significantly. 
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Figure 4 – Interactivity losses upon scenarios’ increase  

 
Apart from the overall query test, it is important to measure interactivity of the 
MonetDB individual query, run through the wrapper at a large scale context, of 6 
billion invoice lines (X 100 test as described in Section 2.3.2.1 
 

X 100 test at MonetDB with 6 billion invoice lines (500 scenarios, 1M contracts) 
Contracts Months Related 

contracts 
Execution time (sec) 

1,000,000  12 
10 6.5 
20 10.9 

Table 7 – (X 100) MonetDB single store test for query that gets usage data 

Note about Optimisation Made / Response time divided by 3 for 5 scenarios: 
The query was significantly improved during the validation and optimization tasks of 
the project through the resolution of two identified issues. For instance, the case of 5 
scenarios was executed in 17,15seconds; now, it has been reduced to 6.77. A similar 
improvement was also achieved for 20 scenarios (33.87 sec  22.83 sec). The two 
issues were: 

• issue (Issue167) that was met when altering JOIN operands was generating a 
query break (not executing)  

• exploiting the referencing operator of ActivePivot 
Conclusion / Note: This query aims to validate the fulfilment of requirement ReqC02 
and ReqC03. The requirement by its own is a single data store query, which has been 
validated using only ActivePivot at the early stages of the project, reaching the KPI, as 
described in the Table below. 
 

Testing the Get of CDR data in ActivePivot / 5 billion CDRs = 560 GB 

Req Description Acceptable Target Reached with 
ActivePivot 

ReqC.02 ONE CONTRACT 
LOAD DATA 

15  
secs 

5 
secs 

20ms 

ReqC.03 ONE CUSTOMER 
LOAD DATA 

120 
secs 

60 
secs 

100ms upto 6 
seconds 

Table 8 –Querying Interactively CDRs with ActivePivot 
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However, now we make the selection more complex involving also other criteria.  In 
our case, we ask to get the CDRs of subscribers who pay more than simulated 
scenarios, in order to re-rate them according to a new scenario; therefore, we want 
the query to act interactively. Usually, the question will be for one customer (one 
related contract), against not more than 10 scenarios, and less than 12 months. 
Hence, the results of the MonetDB tests, which show a response of not more than 10 
seconds are within the acceptable area. Even if we assume a 40billion invoice lines (a 
results which could be that of a very large telecom with more than 25million 
contracts), is estimated to be less than half minute. 
 

3.3.2.5 Revenue Change Calculation at Scenario change 

This query calculates the total revenue which is generated from a list of actual 
invoices, when we substitute the invoices which are based on a specific rating 
scenario with their corresponding simulated charges which produced based on a 
given new scenario. To resolve this query, it uses 3 data store queries (MonetDB, 2 x 
ActivePivot). 
 

• Query parameters (five defined at User Interface): 
– previousScenario = "8“ , alternativeScenario = "2" 
– billingCycleStart = 20150101, billingCycleStop = 20151221 
– billCycles=“01,11,21” 

• Query Build up (Involved Intermediate Tables) 
A is ContractsWithScenarios (“8”,20150101,20151221) (ActivePivot)   
 A (Charges for subset of contracts that belong to specific scenario. 
Scenarios follow uniform distribution)   

• # ~ (Contracts/Scenarios) = 100000/50 = 2000 records 
 

B is NewScenarioResults (“2”,20150101,20151221) (MonetDB)  B (All 
simulated charges for all contracts for a specific alternative scenario)  

• # 100.000 records 
 
C is InvoicesWithoutScenarios (“8”,20150101,20151221) (ActivePivot) 
 C (Charges for subset of contracts that do not belong to specific 
scenario)  

• # ~100000 – 2000(A) = 98.000 records 
 
D is A JOIN B  D  

• #~ 2000 records 
 
Final is Sum(SUM(D) UNION SUM(C))  Final Result Revenue (Simple 
addition of partial sums 

 
Having run the query with multiple parameters, we collected the response times for 
different number of contracts and different number of months. The Table below 
illustrates the results taken. The figure illustrates how the number of months affects 
the execution times. 
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Months  
    Contracts 1 3 6 12 

10,000 0.30 0.37 0.58 0.73 

50,000 1.13 1.62 2.02 3.55 
100,000 2.06 2.77 3.76 5.36 

Table 9 – Execution times for calculation of revenue upon scenario modification 

 

 

Figure 5 – Execution times graph for revenue calculation upon scenario modification 

We also measured the MonetDB individual query, run through the wrapper at a large 
scale context, of 6 billion invoice lines (X 100 test as described in Section 2.3.2.1, so 
that to check that the execution time is still within affordable response range. 
 
 

X 100 test at MonetDB with 6 billion invoice lines (500 scenarios, 1M contracts) 
Contracts Months Execution time (sec) 

1.000.000  12 
 

15.6 seconds 
 

 

Table 10 – (X 100) MonetDB single store test for Revenue change upon scenario modification 

 

Note about Optimisation Made / 20% reduction achieved:  The query was 
improved during the validation and optimization tasks of the project. The 
improvement was around 20%. For instance the query for 100.000 contracts and 12 
months period was reduced to 5.36 from 6.68 seconds 
 

Conclusion / Note: This query is not wanted to run interactively. Most times it will 
be the requirement of the marketing team to build budget forecasts and what-if 
scenarios with their data. The large scale testing shows, that even in the context of 
large telecoms with higher demands, the question can be answered within ¼  minute 
(1M contracts), up to 3-4 minutes for 10 million contracts cases. We notice also that, if 
we scale down the period of months, the response times can be divided by 2. 
Additionally, the reason for implementing this query is to show how the multiple data 
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stores can enable more complex questions in an easy way to program and with a good  
performance. 

3.3.2.6 Revenue Change Calculation for Customer segment 

This query calculates the total revenue which is generated from a list of actual 
invoices, when we substitute the invoices of wanted customers with their 
corresponding simulated charges which will be produced based on a given new 
scenario. The substituted contracts are contracts which are socially strongly linked to 
a certain number. To resolve this query, it uses 3 data store queries (MonetDB, 
SparkSee, ActivePivot).  

• Query parameters (five defined at User Interface - two implicitly defined): 
– Callerid= “69xxx“ , alternativeScenario = "2" 
– billingCycleStart = 20150101, billingCycleStop = 20151221 
– billCycles=“01,11,21” 
– Implicitly defined params ( minCalls & avgCallDuration) 

 
• Query Build up (Involved Intermediate Tables) 

 
A is ContractsActual(20150101,20151221) (ActivePivot)   A (Charges 
on Contracts for a specific period) (Contracts)  

• # 100.000 records 
 

B is NewScenarioResults('8',20150101,20151221) (MonetDB) B (All 
simulated charges for all contracts for a specific alternative scenario)  

• # 100.000 records 
 

C is Connectednums  (Sparksee) (callerId, billingCycleStart, 
billingCycleStop, avgCallDuration, minCalls) C (socially strongly linked 
contracts to a certain number)  

• # ~20-30 records 
 

D is B JOIN C on callerId D (Simulated charges for contracts that are 
strongly socially linked with callerId) 

• # ~20-30 records 
 

E is A LEFT JOIN C on callerId  WHERE net.CallerID IS NULL E (All 
other charges except those belonging to inner circle of callerId)  

• # ~ 100.000 – 20 records 
FINAL is  SUM(D) UNION SUM(E)  Final Revenue 

Having run the query with multiple parameters, we collected the response times for 
different number of contracts and different number of months. The Table below 
illustrates the results taken. The figure illustrates how the number of months affect 
the execution times. 
 

Months  
    Contracts 1 3 6 12 

10,000 0.45 0.60 0.73 0.88 

50,000 1.98 2.21 2.42 3.23 
100,000 3.30 3.90 4.85 6.59 

Table 11 – Execution times for calculation of revenue upon customer segment’s scenario change 
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Figure 6 – Execution times graph for revenue calculation upon customer scenario modification 

We also measured the MonetDB individual query, run through the wrapper at a large 
scale context, of 6 billion invoice lines (X 100 test as described in Section 2.3.2.1, so 
that to check that the execution time is still within affordable response range. 
 

X 100 test at MonetDB with 6 billion invoice lines (500 scenarios, 1M contracts) 
Contracts Months Execution time (sec) 

1,000,000  12 
 

38.1 seconds 
 

 

Table 12 – (X 100) MonetDB single store test for Revenue change upon customer’s scenario 
change 

 
Conclusion Note: This query is not run interactively. Most times it will be the 
requirement of the marketing team to build budget forecasts and what-if scenarios 
with their data. The large scale testing shows, that even in the context of large 
telecoms with higher demands, the question can be answered within ½ minute (1M 
contracts), up to 5-6 minutes for 10 million contracts cases. Additionally, the reason 
for implementing this query is to show how the multiple data stores can enable more 
complex questions in an easy way to program and with a reasonable performance. 
 

3.3.2.7 Locate customer cases at risk 

This query returns the scenarios for "strong" contracts ("Strength" is defined as a 
condition in the call graph and is filtered through a graph query, representing those 
subscribers who make a lot of calls and can affect a lot of other subscribers) that are 
achieving in the simulated invoices, charges which are very low in comparison with 
the actual ones, thus, identifying scenarios that are highly competitive and increase 
customer loss risk. To resolve this query, it uses 3 data store queries (MonetDB, 
SparkSee, ActivePivot). 
 
 

• Query parameters (two defined at User Interface - four implicitly defined): 
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– billingCycleStart = 20150101, billingCycleStop = 20151221 
– Implicitly defined params ( onNetCalls & onNetDuration & numCalls, 

billCycles=“01,11,21”) 
 

• Query Build up (Involved Intermediate Tables) 
 
A is Results(scenariosList, 20150101, 20151221) (MonetDB)  A 
(Simulated charges over a period for all contracts)  

• # scenariosList * Contracts = 50 *100000 records 
 
B is ActualContractInvoices (20150101,20151221) (ActivePivot) B 
(Actual Charges over specific period)  

• # 100000 records 
 
C is Connectednums  (Sparksee) Params (onNetCalls , onNetDuration , 
numCalls, billingCycleStart, billingCycleStop)  C (“strong” Customers)  

• #  < 50 records 
 
D is B JOIN C on caller_id   D # ~20 *10 records ( Actual charges for 
“strong” customers) 
 
FINAL is A BIND JOIN D on caller_id Where  Scenarios that produce 
better results for “strong” customers 

 
Having run the query with multiple parameters, we collected the response times for 
different number of contracts and different number of months. The Table below 
illustrates the results taken. The figure illustrates how the number of contracts affect 
the execution times. 
 

Months  
    Contracts 3 6 12 

10,000 1.24 1.84 3.06 

50,000 5.82 9.38 15.55 
100,000 11.17 19.19 31.93 

Table 13 – Execution times for querying to find churn prospects 
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Figure 7 – Execution times graph for finding churn query 

We also measured the MonetDB individual query, run through the wrapper at a large 
scale context, of 6 billion invoice lines (X 100 test as described in Section 2.3.2.1, so 
that to check that the execution time is still within affordable response range. 
 

X 100 test at MonetDB with 6 billion invoice lines (500 scenarios, 1M contracts) 
Contracts Months Execution time (sec) 

1,000,000  12 

 
270 seconds = 3.5 minutes 

 
Note: This is a scan query which returns all data 
from MonetDB. In the actual query, we exploit 
BIND JOIN operator to enforce a filter predicate 
over MonetDB data. 
 

 
Table 14 – (X 100) MonetDB single store test for Query that estimates churn 

 
 
Note about Optimisation Made / Exec time divided by 2: The query was 
significantly improved during the validation and optimization tasks of the project 
through the resolution of two major issues. For instance, executing the query for 12 
months, the Sparksee query (query component C) was executed  

• In 44.2 seconds before the resolutions of the issues 
• In 22.3 sec after the issues were resolved. 

The solutions were the indexing of the billingCycle (Issue161). 
It was also the case that the overall query was failing before a solution was found. The 
issues (Issue111) causing that there was the need for the usage of IN operator and 
BIND JOIN operator which are efficient join operations between relations, retrieved 
from different data stores. For instance, the case of 100.000 contracts/12months 
which was executed in 73.79 seconds, is now executed in 31.93 seconds 
 

Conclusion Note: The reason to implement this query is to show how the multiple 
data stores can enable more complex questions in an easy way to program and with a 
reasonable performance, though the fact that interactivity is not desirable in this case. 
The execution proved that such analytical queries are now achievable within 
reasonable times, even though it remains in the batch field. There was no past 
experience into implementing such questions in the existing tariff simulation system. 
The most noticeable feature to mention is the easiness and flexibility experienced 
when it is necessary to modify a certain query so that to support a different criterion 
for a given query; flexibility is mainly due to the inclusion of the graph subquery 
which can specify complex criteria which would not be easy within traditional 
RDBMS. 

3.3.2.8 Get data of off-net commuters for re-rating  

This query aims to get the CDRs which correspond to specific subscribers in order to 
re-rate them, and specifically those who are highly communicating off-net, which 
means that they are mostly speaking with people who are attached to a different 
network. To solve this query, it uses 3 data store queries (LeanXcale, SparkSee, 
ActivePivot).  

• Query parameters (three defined at User Interface, three implicitly defined): 
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– minOffNetCalls, billingCycleStart = 20150101, billingCycleStop = 
20151221 

– Implicitly defined params ( offNetCalls & offNetDuration, 
billCycles=“01,11,21”) 
 

• Query Build up (Involved Intermediate Tables) 
A is  LeanxcaleResults (contractList) (Leanxcale)  A   

• #numContracts records 
 
B is CDRs (20150101,20151221) (ActivePivot)  B   

• # numContracts*period records 
 
C is Connectednums  (Sparksee) Params (offNetCalls , ofNetDuration , 
minOffNetCalls, billingCycleStart, billingCycleStop) C 
(offNetCustomers)  

• #  < 50 records 
 
D is A BIND JOIN C on caller_id D # ~50 records ( Contract and other 
info for offNet customers) 
 
FINAL is B JOINREF D on caller_id  Statistical info based on users CDRs  

 
Having run the query with multiple parameters, we collected the response times for 
different number of contracts, different number of months, and different level of 
minimum calls that define the off-net limit. The Table below illustrates the results 
taken. The figure illustrates how the number of contracts affects the execution times. 
 

Contracts Months Min calls Execution time 
(sec) 

10,000 

3 60 4.21 

6 
60 4.82 
70 5.11 

12 60 5.92 

50,000 

3 60 6.41 

6 
60 9.64 
70 9.60 

12 60 15.36 

100,000 

3 60 11.93 

6 
60 17.25 
70 16.57 

12 60 29.33 
Table 15 – Execution times for Off-Net Customers data query 
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Figure 8 – Execution times graph for Off-Net Customers data query 

 
Note about Optimisations Made / 65% reduction achieved: The query was 
significantly improved during the validation and optimization tasks of the project 
through the resolution of two major issues. For instance, executing the query for 12 
months, the Sparksee query (query component C) was executed  

• In 46.5 seconds before the resolutions of the issue (indexing billingCycle in 
SparkSee) 

• In 25.3 sec after the deployed solution. 
The overall query was also improved. It was executed 

• In 83.07 seconds before the resolutions of two issues, actually were the BIND 
JOIN implementation (Issue111 and CPaaS 187) 

• In 29.33 sec after the deployed solution. 
Hence, in total, resolutions brought a 65% reduction on the execution times, which is 
very significant reduction rate for a query which is mostly used in batch mode. 
 

Conclusion Note: The reason to implement this query is to show how the multiple 
data stores can enable more complex questions in an easy way to program and with a 
reasonable performance. The execution proved that such analytical queries are now 
achievable within reasonable times. There was no past experience into implementing 
such questions in the existing tariff simulation system. The most noticeable feature to 
mention is the easiness and flexibility experienced when it is necessary to modify a 
certain query so that to support a different criterion for a given query; flexibility is 
mainly due to the inclusion of the graph subquery which can specify complex criteria 
which would not be easy within traditional RDBMS. 

3.4 Conclusions 
Functional validation of the CDR telecom use case was made. All the required queries 
were implemented, datasets were generated, and test cases were developed to check 
the system for expected and unexpected results in order for us to conclude for the 
functional feasibility of the CDR analytics solution based on CoherentPaaS platform 
and using the data stores provided – MonetDB, ActivePivot, SparkSee and LeanXcale.  
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The validation process contributed to the identification of issues related to the 
CoherentPaaS integration.  For instance the process of evaluating the results 
produced via the integration of data stores imposed by federation of different models 
under the CQE server produced the expected results from the perspective of the 
intended use. In this stage the main focus concentrates on the accuracy of results and 
the validity of partial results produced by each data store to ensure the correctness. 

The conclusions that can be drawn from the overall performance assessment results 
described above: 

• For the business impact : 
o Functional flexibility is gained through the inclusion of the multi data 

store environment; especially the use of the graph expands enormously 
the abilities of the system to evolve and accommodate many different 
queries, customized to telecom needs. 

o Performance of the tariff simulation product can be improved through 
the inclusion of the columnar store and the memory data store. Main 
targets are met and this means that the size of the telecom operator 
which is translated into number of estimated invoice lines (#contracts x 
#number of scenarios x #billing cycles) should no longer be a barrier to 
respond to certain needs. 

• On the technical side: 
o The key KPIs are met, which enable the company to investigate the 

exploitation of multi-data store product development within data 
platforms like CoherentPaaS. 

o Integration issues are of utmost importance for system’s success. In the 
course of these months it became clear that the integration of the data 
stores and components was the most challenging aspect of the project. 
As a consequence measuring performance at a higher level was directly 
affected from the underlying implementations that determine the 
seamless integration and efficient performance of the distributed data 
stores. 

The final results presented in this report have been improved throughout the project.  

3.5 Lessons learnt & Next Steps 
Achieving the balance that defines good infrastructure performance on a highly 
distributed system is a very demanding and challenging task. The usage of a 
transparent abstraction layer through the induction of CQE server was a step in the 
right direction and the usage of CloudMdsQL introducing a number of useful 
operators helped to capitalize on that purpose leading to more efficient query 
execution plans. 

The introduction of CloudMdsQL has been crucial to enable to perform the use cases 
to perform queries across data stores without having to implement a query engine at 
the application level. This benefit introduces a new challenge that lies in how to help 
the users of such powerful platform with the performance tuning of queries across 
data stores. Performance tuning of queries is a complex task in any data management 
solution, but in a polyglot environment it becomes even more complex. A direction 
that might be helpful to improve the usability would be a tool that provides a way to 
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compose visually the queries and advisor that can help to improve the efficiency of a 
particular query. 

In terms of evolution regarding the performance, CQE could evolve and incorporate 
new features such as advanced caching features, and a cost-based polyglot optimizer 
able to exploit statistics across data stores what will require a deeper degree of 
integration across data stores and the CQE by exposing statistics to the CQE, more 
informed scheduling decisions based on collected metadata information, statistics 
and cost metrics that could reduce communication costs and exploit obtained 
knowledge. 
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4 CLOUD TELECOM/M2M USE CASE – MACHINE-
TO-MACHINE 

4.1 Methodology 
Validation of the use case follows a 2-phase approach 

1. Functional validation, where the main functions of the application are tested so 
that to assure their correctness. Carefully selected datasets are utilized so that to 
easily track and confirm expected results. Main functions to validate include the 
CEP functionality and the dashboard creation (both data views and alarms). 

2. Performance validation, will go over all performance indicators as set initially 
within the public document D9.1 “User Requirements Analysis”. A reference 
system has been constructed at early stages of the project, where initial 
measurements were taken. Metrics such as message handling throughput, 
latency, dashboard update times are the substantial criteria. Scalability is also a 
key requirement because of the growing nature of M2M business. Moreover, 
change management over the data stores will be assessed so that to prove that 
the proposed model facilitates quick adoption of data store technologies as long 
as they are integrated into CoherentPaaS platform. 

4.1.1 Data Validity and Protection 

Working with real mobility data is not the case; such data are strictly confidential 
within the shell of a mobility solutions provider and/or the transport operations 
owner (drivers, car owners, fleet managers). 

Henceforth, we have employed synthetic data sets in order to validate the new 
implementation. We worked with real routes and applied hypothetical vehicles, with 
realistic speed values, and other values such as latitude, longitude, altitude, event 
trigger (START/STOP/IDLE). 

Drivers, Car Owners (Companies) were all generated at random and each device was 
assigned to a specific car owned by a specific company in order to simulate a real case 
scenario. 

Various datasets were produced by the generator, and can be incremented at will in 
order to validate the system.  

4.2 Functional Validation 
The initial requirements analysis, as described in the public document “D9.1 User 
Requirements Analysis”, showed that the basic functional blocks of the use case are:  

o Data stream processing (CEP) 
o Dashboard views and especially the Union operator which combines 

the real-time context data with historical data 
o Real-time alarming 

To be more specific, the following functional points need to be assured in terms of 
functional correctness: 
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• Real Time analysis and increased interactivity with the user: fast availability of 
consolidated data’s in order to create dashboards is very important. The platform 
must be able to analyse and consolidate, in real time, data’s like fuel consumption, 
cumulated distance, cumulated hours, driver scoring, …: data aggregation by 
hours, days, weeks, months, years, … trends computation. Reports and dashboard 
should be adaptable on-line and refreshed in real-time. 

• Multiple Alarm Creation: The platform must also be able to generate notifications, 
multiple alerts based on different patterns: 

o Threshold reach under conditions (working hours, based on geographical 
location/zone, …); 

o Entering or leaving a geographical zone 
o Notification based on an input (on/off) under conditions. 

Below we describe how we tested them and got preliminary results about their 
correctness and sufficiency.  

4.2.1 CEP Validation 

In all the experiments we used a dedicated node to run a load generator application 
able to create tuples representing messages sent by a device on a vehicle. This load 
generator can increase the volume or the rate of transmission. The results of each 
experiment were compared with the expected results stored in a reference database. 
Custom CEP operators were required in order to support certain features of the 
application which were not provided by the CoherentPaaS CEP. Namely, a Kafka 
operator for publishing alarms and Place of Interest Handler operator which used 
internally a Java Specific Library to determine whether a vehicle was entering a 
specific geographical region. However, during functionality the Aggregate Operator of 
the CoherentPaaS CEP was enriched in functionality in order to meet our application’s 
needs. Any application logic that could be decoupled outside of operators was 
identified in order to unit test its functionality. 

4.2.2 Dashboard and Alarms Validation  

The machine to machine use case has a web-based user interface, “Dashboard”, which 
shows the available functionalities (mainly read only) of the application. The 
Dashboard UI is based on the AngularJs Framework whereas the business layer is 
written JAVA using the Spring Framework. Both frameworks provide an excellent 
support for unit testing. The business layer uses the Common Query Engine through a 
JDBC driver to retrieve results shown on the dashboard. Furthermore the WebSocket 
protocol is utilized to produce alarm notifications generated by the CoherentPaaS 
CEP. 

Regarding the queries sent to the Common Query Engine (CQE) the following process 
was followed in order to check functionality: 

• Frequently used operators were identified (MAX, MIN, SUM, COUNT, IN, 
BETWEEN ,UNION) 

• Native queries were written and tested against each data store (MonetDB, 
LeanXcale). 

• Native queries were incorporated and tested against each data store through 
Common Query Engine using CloudMdsQL. 
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• Complex Queries involving two or more data stores were tested for validity 
against CloudMdsQL compiler 

• Complex Queries were run using the Common Query Engine (CQE) 

  

The dataset was controlled in order that given an input the returned results would be 
those expected. Regarding alarm notification, the control dataset indicated the correct 
number of alarms which were generated by the CoherentPaaS CEP, were received and 
published. 

 

4.3 Performance Validation 
According to the public deliverable “D9.1 User Requirements Analysis”, in terms of 
performance, we would like to validate the following points: 

• High traffic: to be able to grow to reach a doubling of the traffic in one year, or 
even 3 times more (which is 360,000 messages per hour) to satisfy upcoming 
requirements within forthcoming years; 

• Performances:  
o The handling, treatment of a message must be done between 1ms and 4ms; 
o The overall performances must not be impacted by the increase of the 

connected devices. The plan is to have a linear increase of 10000 connected 
devices by year. 

o Achieve the delay and throughput requirements listed in the tables below, 
strongly related to data stores 

 

Delay 

Requirements 

Name Brief Description Acceptable 
Metric 

Target 
Metric 

ReqC.01 MESSAGE  

HANDLING 

TIME 

The handling, treatment of a 
message must be done 
between 1ms and 4ms 

 

4ms 

 

1ms 

ReqC.02 DASHBOARD 

CREATION 

UPDATE 

Availability of consolidated 
data’s in order to create 
dashboards is very important. 
The platform must be able to 
analyse and consolidate, in 
real time, data’s like fuel 
consumption, cumulated 
distance, cumulated hours, 
driver scoring, … : data 
aggregation by hours, days, 
weeks, months, years, … 
trends computation 

~3 min < 1 min 

Table 16: List of Delay Requirements – M2M Case 
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Throughput 
Requirements 

Name Brief Description Acceptable 
Metric 

Target 
Metric 

ReqD.01 MESSAGE 

HANDLING 

THROUGHPUT 

The platform should be 
able to handle more than 
80.000.000 messages per 
month. Day peaks should 
exceed 4.000.000 per day 
and 240.000 per hour. 

 

240.000 
msgs/hour 

 

360.000 
msgs/hour 

Table 17: List of Throughput Requirements – M2M Case 

Last but not least, assessment will measure the flexibility gains, to be able to develop 
rapidly tailor made and vertical application reusing a common base (the PaaS); migration 
flexibility is also important, so that to migrate a subset of the data to another data store if 
that is necessary. 

4.3.1 Reference System 

A reference system has been deployed so that to take measurements through 
equivalent queries and compare them with the CoherentPaaS implementation. 

In order to validate objectively the benefits of the CoherentPaaS, we implemented a 
reference system based on HBase and CEP Storm. We developed a layered system 
inspired by the Lambda architecture concepts. Streaming data are flowing through 
the endpoint of our architecture funnelling into a distributed queuing system forming 
a collection mechanism which ensures that data will be forwarded to the available 
processing components that implement the speed and analytical layer respectively. 
Speed layer involves the usage of Storm a distributed computation framework used to 
process streaming data in real time coupled with an in memory key valued database 
used to store real-time views. On the other hand the analytical layer ingests data from 
the master data set and creates the resulting analytical views which will be then 
stored on the serving layer database. Accordingly the analytical views and real-time 
views are then consolidated to produce the different visualizations customizations 
needed for the various delivery systems.  

Delay and Throughput measurements: The reference system has been deployed 
onto several AWS cloud versions (of 2, 4, or 8 machines), composed by machine types 
as in the list below: 

m3.2large:  8 vCPUS, 30 Gbytes per machine 
c.3.2large:   8 vCPUS, 15 Gbytes per machine, enhanced networking 
t2.medium: 2 vCPUS, 4 Gbytes per machine 

Tests were also differentiated in respect to the SPOUT: BOLT ratio which was either 
1:1 or 1:2 

Measurements were mainly related to  
a. Throughput which ranged from 1000 events/sec (2 machines of t2.medium 

type) to 5500 events/second (8 machines of c3.2large type) 
b. Latency which ranged from 3.6 ms (2 machines of t2.medium type) to 2.5 ms 

(8 machines of c3.2large type) 
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Analytical results will be presented and enriched with many different run scenarios 
during the validation task of the project. Numbers as above will be challenged to the 
new proposed system that relies on CoherentPaaS. 

4.3.2 Measurements Methodology 

The Telematics use-case as mentioned above provides a dashboard with useful 
vehicle statistics.  The dashboard relies on the Common Query Engine in order to 
query the appropriate data stores and return results. However, the use-case relies 
heavily on its integration with the CoherentPaaS Complex Event Processing engine 
(CoherentPaaS CEP).  

 The  CoherentPaaS CEP itself is integrated with the data stores of CoherentPaaS 
platform through specific data store streaming operators that can access 
CoherentPaaS data stores either through a JDBC driver (when available) or through 
the Common Query Engine. Furthermore, CEP algebraic operators both stateless and 
stateful are used to enrich or extract information from the incoming stream produced 
by the set of monitored devices. Hence in our methodology we take a two steps 
approach: 

1. Evaluate the performance of the  CoherentPaaS CEP and its integration 
with the rest of the platform 

2. Evaluate the actually CQE queries required by the dashboard. 
 
CoherentPaaS CEP - When considering CoherentPaaS CEP we can identify several 
factors that can affect performance: 

a. The workload. The amount and rate of events generated per device 
can challenge the CEP. 

b. The resource consumption of each CoherentPaaS CEP Operator. 
For example, stateful operators such as the Aggregate Operator may in 
some cases prove to be resource-consuming.  

c. The query load. In the case of ReadSQL and UpdateSQL operators the 
query itself or the underlying data store could possibly become a 
bottleneck. 

d. The hardware configuration of the machines on which the CEP system 
runs 

 
When evaluating the CoherentPaaS CEP based on the requirements identified in D9.1 
we consider:  

• Throughput as a critical metric to show the system's ability of handling large 
amount of data. 

• Response time as a critical metric when considering notifications generated 
by event. 

• Latency of specific operator such as UpdateSQL operator in order to track 
down and investigate potential bottlenecks. 

• Finally we consider resource consumption: how many resources (CPU, 
memory, IO etc.) does the CEP system consume while doing its processing. 
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CEP Experiment Setup - The evaluation is being made at UPM cluster. We used 
several blades Supermicro SYS-5015M-MF+, each equipped with a quad-core Intel 
Xeon X3220@2.40GHz, 8GB of RAM and 1Gbit Ethernet and a directly attached 160GB 
SDD disk. To monitor the nodes in the experiments we used Ganglia Monitor System 
that is a scalable distributed monitoring system for high-performance computing 
systems. 

The use case setup is: 
• 1 blade to run the load generator application. 
• 3 blades to run the CoherentPaaS CEP. 
• 1 blade to run the MonetDB data store. 
• 4 blades to run the Leanxcale as a cluster. 
• 1 blade to run Ganglia monitor server. 
• 1 blade to run the Telematics DashBoard Application server. 

 The load generator application was run on a dedicated machine in order to avoid 
potential side effects in our measurements. The generator is able to create tuples 
representing the events produced by a device described in Table 1. This load 
generator is organized in stages (time slots). In each stage, it produces tuples with a 
constant rate. At the end of a stage, the load generator either starts a new stage with 
an increased rate or stops the experiment if the CoherentPaaS CEP was not able to 
process in time more than 90% of the tuples sent in the previous stage. In all 
experiments, the load generator always starts with a rate of 1000 tuple per second 
and defines stage with duration of 120 seconds.  

Metrics are reported by ganglia for all major operators used in the Telematics 
Topology. 

timestamp_utc,device_id,driver_id,message_id,Message_type,latitude,longitude,altitude,
mileage,speed 
1451632320000,100,100,1,69,37.9752238,23.7356546,141.0,0,0 
1451632356000,100,100,2,44,37.9780948,23.7348676,153.0,0,39 
1451632390000,100,100,3,44,37.9811203,23.7322712,140.0,0,39 

 Table 18 – Series of events as transmitted by the load Generator 

Dashboard - Query Evaluation - In order to evaluate the Dashboard Application the 
Apache JMeter Tool was used to test the application while the CoherentPaaS CEP was 
running. The performance metric we were most interested was the average response 
time of each query. 

4.3.3 Results 

4.3.3.1 Throughput & Latency - CoherentPaaS CEP Results 

Certain key latencies and throughout metrics were obtained in order to conform to 
our initial requirements. These are analyzed below and in brief are: 

1. The platform should be able to handle more 240,000 events per second. 
The metric that applies to this key requirement is the throughput of the 
application. 
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2. The handling, treatment of a message must be done between 1ms and 
4ms. This metric has to do with the response time regarding the 
insertion of each event to the application. In effect the latency of the 
updateSQL operator of inserting each event into the data store 
(LeanXcale) storing each event. 

3. Availability of consolidated data’s in order to create dashboards is very 
important. This metric has to do with the response time regarding the 
insertion of aggregated statistic into the data store. In effect the latency 
of the aggregate and updateSQL operator of inserting each statistics 
concerning a device into the data store (MonetDB). 

4. The platform must also be able to generate notifications. This metric 
has to do with the response time of the system when receiving a 
specific event and notifying the appropriate system 

5. Scalability tests have yet to be performed in full, however preliminary 
results show that LeanXcale should perform adequately. 

Event Insertion Operator Evaluation. The main operator in our topology shown on 
figure below that in turn defines the system's performance is the Event insertion 
operator. This UpdateSQL operator is responsible for inserting each incoming event 
into the underlying data store, which in our case is LeanXcale. Therefore we deemed 
necessary to target this specific operator in order to better understand potential 
bottlenecks and performance issues that might arise. 

Figure 9 – CoherentPaaS CEP topology for Vehicle telematics case 

During the performance tests launched we were able to closely monitor both the 
UpdateSQL Operator and LeanXcale through Ganglia Server. Two Ganglia Servers 
were used.  One for the CEP and one provided by LeanXcale.  During the evaluation 
implementation issues were identified and changes were made to the implementation 
of the operator in order to efficiently handle batch insertions. Furthermore, API 
changes were made in order to facilitate features such as changing batch insertion 
rates through configuration.  

We tested the UpdateSQL operator by increasing the parallelism of the operator using 
initially a single operator instance, two operator and finally six operator instances. 
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Due to limitations on the hardware available in the UPM cluster we were not able to 
add additional operators since other operators within our topology would also 
require machine resources. Furthermore, the batch size is a key factor for achieving 
optimal performance, by batch size we define the number of incoming tuples we add 
to a transaction before we commit.  By increasing the batch size, throughput would 
also increase, however so would do the latency. In our case small batch sizes were 
deemed as an optimal solution. 

In the Figure 10 we can see how total throughput rises as we increase the parallelism 
of the operator using a batch size of forty (40) tuples. However, as expected a single 
instance throughout would decrease as more instances are added into the system. 
The reason behind this  decrease is that since more clients are accessing the 
underlying data store contention for resources rises at data store level, hence latency 
of each transaction rises (but is still acceptable for our application), which affects 
each client's throughput. However total throughput raises which in turn is beneficial 
for our application. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

Figure 10 – Total throughput (k-events/sec) 

In the Figure 11 we can see the latency measured at UpdateSQL Operator level. Here 
we measure the latency of executing a batch transaction and also the time taken to 
commit each batch transaction. 

As mentioned above by monitoring this latency metric we were able to identify an 
improvement in the implementation when executing batch transactions. This 
improvement had a significant gain of nearly 10 ms with a batch of 40 inserts. 
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 Figure 11 – Event insertion latency graph for different number of clients 

We also measured performance metrics concerning our Aggregate Operators. In both 
cases when calculating trip and hourly statistics resource consumption measured by 
Ganglia was low. Furthermore the UpdateSQL operator inserting statistics into 
MonetDB was fine-tuned by varying the batch size. The hour statistics batch size was 
always higher than the trip statistics size. The reason for this is that hour statistics are 
generated at a given rate (every hour), so the higher the batch the grater the 
throughput. However when considering trip statistics the batch size should be kept to 
at a small size, since, a high batch size would mean greater latency between the first 
and last trip committed. 

Finally we measured the response time for the CoherentPaaS CEP to generate an 
alarm. The average time for generating a notification using a filter operation was 
measured within 10ms. In the case of the notification generated from entering a 
specific area the notification time was increased due to the ReadSQL operator and the 
underlying data store. However this increase was expected. 

4.3.3.2 Dashboard Evaluation - Query Execution times  

General Volume Quantities - The main factor that affects storage capacity are the 
number of devices and the rate at which each device generates an event. Currently a 
device is deemed to transmit an event every thirty (30) seconds. Each device is 
assumed to operate around 12 hours on average producing more-less fifteen (15) 
trips on average. So, for one year worth of data per device we have approximately: 

• ~25MB of raw events produced 
• ~400K  of hour_stats 
• ~500K of trip_stats 

 Hence in a year an estimated raw set of data would be approximately 300GB of data. 
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4.3.3.2.1 Trip Statistics Query 

Short Description: This query returns the trip statistics for a given device for the 
specified period. It can contain past and real-time “ongoing” trip data. The query 
involves two data stores: LeanXcale and MonetDB. At the common query engine there 
is a union of data returned by each data store.  
Query Parameters 

• start time-stamp 
• end time-stamp 
• device id 
• optional parameter company id 

 Having run the same query with multiple parameters, we see its response times for 
different period of time and different number of devices. The Table below illustrates 
the results. 

 
1 Device 5 Devices 

Day Report 390 ms 2,180 ms 
Weekly Report 418 ms 2,673 ms 
Monthly Report 448 ms 2,717 ms 

Table 19 – Trip query results 

 

Figure 12 – Graph for execution times of trip statistics query / Different views and different 
number of devices 

Regarding the UNION query between LeanXcale and MonetDB required both by the 
trip and hour statistics queries we have results that meet our key performance index 
of a dashboard creation within 1 minute. For a given device id the query varies in 
response time averaging 400 milliseconds. MonetDB executes around 10 milliseconds 
on average on a much larger dataset which however is an aggregate view of the 
results. LeanXcale executes within 150 milliseconds calculating the averages max 
speed of the "ongoing" events device.  By ongoing events we considered all incoming 
events that are not currently aggregated in the system and are part of an ongoing trip. 
The rest of the time spent is retrieving the result set which varies based on the size of 
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it. Further optimization might be achieved using carefully configured indexes at data 
store level but the performance of the query is considered acceptable for our use case. 
We can see that varying the range of a report from daily to weekly to monthly does 
not affect the response times of the underlying data stores, since aggregated views 
stored in MonetDB are fast to retrieve. However increasing the number of devices 
does increase the response time in a linear manner this is to be expected. In the latter 
case further investigation to the actual query may lead to improvements. However 
this case is more of a "nice to have" scenario rather than a must. 

4.3.3.2.2 Hour Statistics Query 

Short Description: This query returns the hour statistics for a given device for the 
specified period. It can contain past and real-time “ongoing” trip data. The query 
involves two data stores: LeanXcale and MonetDB. At the common query engine there 
is a union of data returned by each data store 

Query Parameters 
• start time-stamp 
• end time-stamp 
• device id 
• optional parameter company id 

Having run the same query with multiple parameters, we collected the response 
times for different or different period of time and different number of devices. The 
Table below illustrates the results. 

 
1 Device 5 Devices 

Day Report 408 ms 2,147 ms 
Weekly Report 428 ms 2,665 ms 
Monthly Report 438 ms 2,803 ms 

Table 20 – Hourly Statistics query results 

 

 Figure 13 – Graph for execution times of hourly statistics query / Different views and different 
number of devices 
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Just as in the trip statistics case the UNION query between the two data stores 
LeanXcale and MonetDB works adequately. The day, week and monthly reports are 
generated with and adhoc manner and provides the end user ability to query the 
system within a reasonable times. 

4.3.3.2.3 Speeding Drivers Query 

Short Description: This query returns driver details that exceeded a given speed for 
the specified period. It can contain past and real-time “ongoing” trip data. The query 
involves two data stores: LeanXcale and MonetDB. At the common query engine there 
is a union and a join operation performed in order to retrieve data. 

 Query Parameters 

• start time-stamp 
• end time-stamp 
• max speed 
• optional parameter company id 

The speeding drivers query resolves within 120 milliseconds and performs well since 
the response to the end user is immediate. 

4.3.3.2.4 Vehicle Position Query 

Short Description: This query returns the vehicles/devices positions for a specified 
period. It can contain past and real-time “ongoing” trip data. The query involves two 
data stores: LeanXcale and MonetDB and is used to plot mostly daily routes for 
specific devices. This query was also adapted to be used in conjunction with 
MongoDB in order to utilize in the future GeoJson functionality of MongoDB. 

Query Parameters 

• start time-stamp 
• end time-stamp 
• device id 

 
Regarding the vehicle positioning query the underlying data stores play a particular 
role too.  If the trip routes are stored in MongoDB their retrieval is fast averaging 
200ms when plotting a daily route for a device which is the usual case. LeanXcale data 
store returns the ongoing trip route of the vehicle within 100 milliseconds.  
 

4.4 Conclusions 
During our evaluation and performance tests we opted to use different data stores in 
order to investigate further the added benefits of the CoherentPaaS platform. In such 
a case we adopted the approach to insert data into MonetDB and MongoDB 
concerning the trip route model. In MonetDB we stored trip statistics such as average 
and maximum speed whereas in MongoDB we stored the actual trip route in GeoJson 
format in order to utilize MongoDB's GeoJson capabilities. Figure 14 depicts the query 
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executed in the CQE operator can be found that inserts in a single transaction the 
appropriate data. Obviously, each data store has its own advantages and 
disadvantages and each combination of data stores will provide a different 
performance. 

We also run Eutropia as an alternative solution to MonetDB. A single region server of 
Eutropia was used to insert hour statistics through the HBaseUpdateBolt provided by 
CoherentPaas CEP. The two figures 14 and 15 below show the minimal changes 
required at application level in order to retrieve the same results.  

SELECT device_id, hour_key, max_speed, avg_speed   
FROM t1($1,$2,$3) UNION SELECT device_id, hour_key, max_speed, avg_speed   
FROM t2($4,$5,$6) 

t2(device_id long, hour_key long, max_speed int, avg_speed int WITHPARAM
S device long, fromhour long, untilhour long)@leanxcale = (SELECT DEVICE
_ID,  
MAX(GPS_DATE), AVG(SPEED),MAX(SPEED), FROM ONGOING_TRIPS where DEVICE_ID
 = $device AND gps_date > $fromhour  
AND gps_Date < $untilhour GROUP BY DEVICE_ID) 

t1(device_id long, hour_key long, max_speed int, avg_speed int WITHPARAM
S device long, fromhour long, untilhour long)@leanxcale = (SELECT device
_id , hour_key, max_speed, avg_speed FROM hour_stats WHERE  device_id = 
$device  AND  hour_key > $fromhour  AND  hour_key < $untilhour) 

Figure 14 – Initial Hour Stats Query Union Between Leanxcale and MonetDB 

 

SELECT device_id, hour_key, max_speed, avg_speed  
FROM t3($1,$2) UNION SELECT device_id, hour_key, max_speed, avg_speed   
FROM t2($3,$4,$6) 

t2(device_id long, hour_key long, max_speed int, avg_speed int WITHPARAM
S device long, fromhour long, untilhour long)@leanxcale = (SELECT DEVICE
_ID,  
MAX(GPS_DATE), AVG(SPEED),MAX(SPEED), FROM ONGOING_TRIPS where DEVICE_ID
 = $device AND gps_date > $fromhour  
AND gps_Date < $untilhour GROUP BY DEVICE_ID) 

t1(docid string, word string, metric double WITHPARAMS starttime string,
 timie stooptime)@hbase = 

{* 

 scan 'HOUR_STATS', { COLUMNS=>'metric', STARTROW=>'starttime', STOPROW=
>'stooptime'} 

*} 

 t3(docid string, max_speed double, avg_speed double WITHPARAMS docid st
ring REFERENCING t1)@python = {* 

rs = CloudMdsQL.t1(docid) 
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m = {} 

while rs.next(): 

 m[rs.getString(2)] = rs.getDouble(3) 

yield (docid, m['max_speed'], m['avg_speed'] ) 

rs.close() 

*} 

select * from t3($1) 

 Figure 15 – Initial Hour Stats Query Union Between Leanxcale and Eutropia 

Furthermore, we investigated including additional functionality within our 
applications eco-system by integrating a graph data store such as Sparksee.  We 
implemented a time-series graph in order to register alarms generated by the system 
in time on order to answer queries such as: 

• Lookup incident details on June 15th 2016 after 2200 and before 0200 
• Lookup dates which had no or most events 

The addition of this functionality was aided by the Common Query Engine. The native 
queries for insertion and retrieval of data were initially tested using Docker 
integration tests against Sparksee. The Common Query Engine was used in 
conjunction with the Sparksee data store. Finally, the query was included in the 
CoherentPaaS CEP as an UpdateSQL operator in order to achieve real-time insertions 
of alerts generated by the incoming events bringing added value to our application. 

4.5 Lessons learnt & Next Steps 
One key requirement for this use case was that the system must be able to provide 
the flexibility and ability to develop rapidly tailor made and vertical application 
reusing a common base (the PaaS). During our investigation we were able to add and 
remove components of CoherentPaaS and try and find the optimal solution for our 
application's needs. By doing so and bearing in mind that this is a prototype solution 
we can see the added value of CoherentPaaS.  

Regarding application requirements we met the key performance indexes (KPIs) 
regarding message handling time and message handling throughput. The multiple 
alarm creation and dashboard creation requirements were met. Specifically, the 
dashboard update requirements were surpassed. We achieve much better metrics 
than the acceptable metric that was three (3) minutes. Finally,  our results show that 
our application should scale. Media Planning Use Case 

4.6 Methodology 
In the 9.1 deliverable, we defined a set of requirements. In this section we will 
describe the metrics to measure its progress, the types of tests applied, the data used 
and which functions has been validated. 
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Requirement#1: The system must be able to load the daily data provided by 
specific communication channels (i.e twitter) into a generic schema in less than 
12 hours. 

In order to measure the progress of this task we have defined an 
anonymous/generated dataset with 1M of microblogging messages, which are sent to 
the CEP and CQE and we have an integration test that contains a set of scripts to 
query the amount of data that has been inserted in each of the data stores. We will 
wait 12h before validating the number of the new rows.  

 

Requirement#2: The system must recognize which author accounts represent the 
same entity. 

We have defined a set of components that resolves this problem in the Media 
Planning use cases.  However, these components need to be adapted to be more 
generic to be referenced from the CoherentPaaS architecture. We will define and 
adapt our of Junit tests for such generalizations.   

 

Requirement#3: The system must infer PROPAGATION relationships among 
documents through their text similarity.  

We firstly use a basic way to calculate the document similarity and we will create a 
generic component to apply that calculus that can be easily tested with unitary tests. 
However, depending of our scheduling, we will adapt it to the last one we used in the 
Media planning project. To test how fare we are of the expected propagation 
relationships, we have an open dataset of 10 documents with the expected 
propagations. 

 

Requeriment#4: The system must support incremental loading processes. 

The CEP requires an incremental loading process design. However, our current 
loading process has some algorithms that uses global information of the database that 
is very expensive to calculate. In order to avoid it, the UPM has designed special 
operators to ensure that blocks of documents are processed all together and only, 
when a block is entirely processed, the next one comes. Therefore, the design of the 
final system is incremental in terms of blocks processing, but more efficient that 
processing everything for each document.  This functionality is also tested with the 
Requirement#1 defining blocks of size 100. 

 

Requirement#5: The system must resolve which are the most influencers for a 
set of keywords. 

This is a CloudMdsQL query, which is implemented and has a web user interface. We 
have designed two versions of this query: one that instead of connecting with data 
stores, always the same rows are returned; and other with the data stores using the 
generated dataset. In that way, it is easy to know if something is wrongly expressed 
using the CQE or it is a problem of a specific data store. 

 

Requirement#6 The system must resolve which the communities for a set of 
keywords are. 
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This is a CloudMdsQL query which is implemented has a web user interface.  Like, the 
previous query, we have designed two version: one to test the CQE functionality and 
other to test if the data stores are returning the appropriate rows. 

 

4.6.1 Data Validity and Protection 

The application can work with any client dataset and the legal responsibility belongs 
to the company that has the final dataset.  

However, in the specific case of Twitter, which we might use for demo purposes, it 
explicitly says (https://support.twitter.com/articles/20172529) that the company 
based in Ireland, is currently the main responsible to manage the data produced by 
the European users according the official data protection rule of the European Union 
and it is the user who gives the grants about their personal data to external 
applications (https://twitter.com/tos?lang=en#yourrights). 

The only requirement for external applications is that these must display its own 
privacy policy, which it can't be less restrictive than the Twitter privacy policy. 

In case of having a wrong understanding of the legal issues, we have a data-
generation engine specially designed for huge social networks. 

 

4.7 Functional Validation 
Requirements #5 and #6 correspond to the implemented queries for this use case. All 
queries have been tested with and without data stores. In this way, it is easy to 
validate if the query has been correctly written and interpreted by the Common 
Query Engine from Junit tests.  

Moreover, for each bug found, developers could design a test case that reproduce it 
without dealing with starting every single database, insert data and afterwards, 
querying. 

 

The loading process implemented with CEP, can't be validated directly with unitary 
tests through the implemented components because these need to be deployed on the 
CEP cluster in order to work. Consequently, we have separated those reusable 
components into an external library and we have applied unitary and integration 
tests over them. 

4.8 Performance Validation 
In the 9.1 document, we described the following data requirements and limitations: 

Main 
Require
ments 

Name Brief Description 
Acceptable 

metric 
Target 
Metric 

Req.01 MAXIMUM_DO The system must be able to 12hs < 12hrs 
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CS_PER_DAY load 1 million of documents 
in less than 12 hours. 

Req.02 
MAXIMUM_TI
ME_PER_QUE

RY 

The system must be able to 
solve all analytical queries 

in less than 1 minute. 

1 minute 2 sec. 

  

4.8.1 Methodology 

The most challenging requirement, necessary to validate is the ability of the system to 
load 1 million documents in less than 12 hours. 

To test and confirm the level of fulfilment for this requirement, validation tasks 
followed this approach: after having the insertion/update CloudMdSQL language 
supported by the data store, the update operations were written to send the updates 
through to the CQE. This way, we are able to perform updates into different data 
stores with the same JDBC statement.  

These update operations have been validated using Docker in the integration tests we 
run with Maven; these components are completely independent from the CEP. 
Therefore, when an issue appears, it becomes easier to reproduce and report. In fact, 
our strategy was based on steadily incremental product values but with always a fully 
working version. 

Therefore, the first validation made was using one single machine with all the docker 
images within a single thread process. This way, we are able to report integration 
issues more easily than using the CEP. Using a machine with enough memory for just 
inserting few documents, we did not get promising results (0.01 documents/second). 

Afterwards, the UPM cluster was utilized to run the experiments. In this case, there is 
one machine for every single data store; one machine for the CQE; and three 
machines for the CEP. All the machines we use, except the one with Eutropia, have 
8GB RAM. In case of Eutropia the machine has 132 GB of RAM.  

The first experiment in the UPM cluster, was creating a very simple topology with a 
single custom operator that performs the whole incremental process of loading a 
document (e.g. create the entities, compute TF-IDF, calculate influences, communities, 
etc.). 

In order to evaluate the throughput, since the CEP operators are built on top of the 
Apache Storm technology, we have used the Storm-UI to analyze the execute latency 
and the capacity (metric indicating the saturation of a CEP operator) of each operator.  
In this case, we improved, but we had still very low throughput (0.4 documents / 
second). 

At this point, the strategy consisted into decompose the single operator into a 
complete topology to have a pipeline of parallel operations. Finally, as the following 
screenshot shows, we have 13 operands.   
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Figure 16 – CEP Bolts for M Planning 

However, it was necessary to define two main parameters: 

• The batch size of the blocking bolt, which improves to take use of the CPUs of 
the other bolts. 

• The parallelism of every operator. 

When capacity is generally slow, we increased the batch size in order to process more 
documents in the same batch. Otherwise, when the capacity is too high in a specific 
operator, we increase its parallelism. 

However, there could be some limitations if the data store performance is not good 
enough or it does not support multiple concurrent updates on the same table. We 
have also worked on improving this part, for example removing primary key checks 
in MonetDB. We have improved the throughput up to 6,5 documents / second. 

In order to evaluate the queries performance, we have a JDBC client which reports the 
execution results and the time spent to read the data of the query. The queries have 
been executed several times.  

4.8.2 Results 

The following table shows some of the experiments we have run in the UPM cluster.  

Batch size Paralellism Database size 
(number of docs) 

Throughput 

20 2 30,000 6.5 docs / sec 

9 2 118,000 5 docs/sec 

9 4 21,582 5 docs/sec 

30 4 167,500 initially 7/sec but ended with 3 
docs/sec 

Table 21 – Media Planning Experiments 
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The following table shows the execution times with the single execution of the 
loading process where no integration issues are met. All these queries have 
acceptable execution times because these are lower than 1 minute. 

Query  Database size  

(num of docs) 

Execution time 
(ms) 

Read resultset 
time (ms) 

 

Influencers 

 

21,576 

721 874 

715 867 

692 841 

700 851 

 

Communities 

 

21,576 

1715 1757 

1663 1707 

1620 1660 

1675 1716 

 Table 22 – Execution times for Media Planning Queries 

The XRay component allows visualizing the data flow of the queries and analyzing the 
spent time in each data store. The following picture shows a screenshot of the 
execution of the Communities query. 
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Figure 17 – XRay visualization for M Planning 

4.9 Conclusions 
In our opinion, the results, especially for the custom CEP operators we have built, can 
be further improved, using more powerful machines. Moreover, there are some 
improvements that can be applied in the topology to improve the performance and 
take profit of the parallelism.  

Besides this, target metrics for the queries are quite promising; having a mechanism 
to configure which tables are in each data store and to automatically run a query on 
top of all of them, will improve significantly code maintenance and readability. 

 

4.10  Lessons learnt & Next Steps 
For the future evolution of the platform we propose to consider the following new 
features: 

1. Decompose even more the topology to increase the throughput and increase 
the parallelism or the batch size where it is possible. 

2. Currently, a commit is performed after every single update. Making it an 
independent operator will allow to improve the throughput. 

3. Use more Blocking / Commit operators to improve the throughput. 
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5 REAL-TIME NETWORK PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS IN 

A TELCO ENVIRONMENT USE CASE 
The objective of the Real-Time Network Performance Analysis in a Telco 
Environment use case is to detect network problems before any degradation or 
unavailability of services occur, by actively supervising it. However, monitoring the 
whole network implies analyzing big amounts of data in real-time and the current 
solution does not provide the required degree of scalability that can be found in cloud 
environments. The existing end-to-end (E2E) system actively detects deterioration in 
a network using almost real-time key performance indicators (KPIs)  and key quality 
indicators (KQIs), finds the cause of performance problems and the produced data is 
always ready to be analyzed through reports and dashboards to check the network’s 
performance.  

The plan is to use CoherentPaaS to provide a rich Platform-as-a-Service that supports 
several data stores accessible via a uniform programming model and language. Based 
on an analysis of data access patterns from the use case data store layers, different 
data store alternatives were assessed and the most suitable will be used. The 
CoherentPaaS based platform will have to comply with demanding delay, throughput 
and data volume requirements. The use of complex event processing will be the key 
to process and correlate events before the production of the appropriate alarms. 
Additionally, CoherentPaaS will keep the needed traceability of performance 
bottlenecks and debugging of errors in applications, as well as enable easier addition 
of a new data store component or exchange an existing component with other 
solution. 

The use case validation was two-phased – functional validation upon Virtual machine 
based environments and, afterwards, performance validation on physical 
environments. In both validations, an Altaia “real” solution - using latest version of 
product and Oracle DS based – was used as a reference environment, enabling the 
functional and performance assessment of the CoherentPaaS based Altaia adapted 
solution. 

5.1 Methodology 
To validate the CoherentPaaS project solution functionally, the real-time network 
performance analysis in a telco environment use case ran a set of tests, first on each 
component of the Altaia system to validate them individually and then the End-to-End 
solution in a second phase. Therefore, the first validation phase used the necessary 
components for the component testing and the second phase used the Altaia system 
as a whole to test them together. 

Regarding the performance validation process, we used a dual validation 
environment at ALB/PTIN premises, which were based on the same HW resources. 
Performance tests were executed on both the CoherentPaaS adapted and reference 
Altaia platforms, and aimed to test the relative performance of Altaia with the 
reference deployment - consisting of the Oracle databases - and the adapted 
deployment with CoherentPaaS - using LeanXcale to support the DBN0 layer and 
MonetDB to support the DBN1 layer, as well as the drill-to-detail queries.  
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Concurrently, functional and performance tests were deployed at an UPM 
environment, for tuning purposes, enabling integration and component developing, 
as well as  identifying and minimizing CQE overhead. 

Results were collected using JMeter and X-Ray tools and its conclusions were used for 
the fine tuning of the Altaia CoherentPaaS based solution, as well as for the other 
components of CoherentPaaS – CQE and used DS. 

Some existing Altaia pattern detection processes – call drop and call collision – were 
implemented using CoherentPaaS CEP. Functional and performance tests were 
executed to validate its adequacy to Altaia pattern detection alarmistic processes. 

Data Validity and Protection 

To ensure data validity, the data used for the test cases is real customer data obtained 
from the PT network. This data spans a total of five days to ensure some variability in 
the data and to help avoid optimizations to be performed due to a lot of replicated 
data. 

For data protection, any fields that could, directly or indirectly, uniquely identify a 
customer or some other relevant information about them is masked using a one-way 
function. This allows for pattern recognition at the CEP level to still function properly 
while the data is anonymized. 

5.2 Functional Validation 

5.2.1 Logical and Physical Architecture 

Regarding the functional validation process, we used a previous validation 
environment that used the Oracle data store as the base goal for the CoherentPaaS 
framework and the architectures proposed to validate the CoherentPaaS framework. 

Oracle 

Next figure shows the logical architecture used in the validation of the Oracle data 
store. The logical components are: 

• DBN0 – data store with the internal data structure used to contain the raw 
data made available by the proprietary network interfaces. 

• DBN1 – data warehouse where the system’s key indicators are stored. 
• Altaia Framework – central component of the system that allows the 

definition and processing of metrics from the raw data collected from the 
DBN0, to create the key indicators. It uses a reporting server to store internal 
data. 
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Figure 18 - Oracle's logical architecture. 

Next figure shows the physical architecture used in the functional validation testing of 
the Oracle data store. Note that the Frontend was not deployed, since it was replaced 
by web interface to ease the testing process.  

 

 
Figure 19 - Oracle's physical architecture. 

The figure following shows the logical architecture proposed for the validation of the 
CoherentPaaS framework. The logical components are: 

• Cluster DBN0 – cluster of data stores with the internal data structure used to 
contain the raw data made available by the proprietary network interfaces, 
operating on top of the CoherentPaaS framework. 

• Cluster DBN1 – data warehouse cluster where the system’s key indicators are 
stored, operating on top of the CoherentPaaS framework. 

• Altaia Framework – central component of the system that allows the 
definition and processing of metrics from the raw data collected from the 
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DBN0, to create the key indicators. It uses a reporting server to store internal 
data. 

 
Figure 20 – CPaaS logical architecture 

Next figure shows the architecture for the initial performance testing. Again, the 
Altaia Frontend was not deployed, being replaced by the web server to ease the 
testing process. There will be a major difference between the Oracle physical testing 
architecture and the CoherentPaaS physical architecture: all reading interactions with 
the data stores will be mediated by the CoherentPaaS framework. 

 

 
Figure 21 - CPaaS physical architecture 
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5.2.2 Dataset and Functions 

A raw dataset consisting of five days of data was used, which is a set of real customer 
data that has been anonymized. This raw data comes in the form of a CSV file and it is 
expected to be around 185GB in size. 

This dataset is, however, quite small. Thus, the data is required to span almost an 
entire week to allow some replication to be performed while keeping its weekly 
patterns as needed. This also allows to easily simulate any amount of events in a 
given timeframe. 

Once this data is inserted into the DNB0 data store, the Altaia Framework will use the 
CQE to collect the data it requires to compute the metrics and insert these metrics 
into a DBN1 data store, also using CQE. Hence, the tests will mainly test quite complex 
and dynamic aggregation select statements, as well as insert statements into the 
DBN1 data store. While the selects performed by the Altaia Framework are time-
continuous, the drill-to-detail test case will also test a sparse data retrieval. 

5.2.3 Validation Process 

An initial functional validation was carried out by adapting the database schema used 
for MonetDB, loading the database with data and executing queries on it. The results 
of these adaptations allowed us not only to ensure that the adapted queries were 
functionally correct, but also to compare their performance on MonetDB against a 
row oriented database. 

Furthermore, this query adaptation process allows us to determine which kind of 
adaptation would be needed to integrate the Altaia platform with the CoherentPaaS 
platform. The main issues found that needed to be adapted to work with 
CoherentPaaS were: 

• Casting datatypes uses a very distinct syntax between data stores. 
• Arithmetic using timestamps is not always straightforward. 

o Oracle can add and subtract directly, whereas some data stores possess 
specific functions for it (TIMESTAMPADD). 

• ROW_NUMBER function using an ORDER BY clause is not available on most 
data stores, including CoherentPaaS CQE. Thus, a costly subquery is required 
in these cases. 

• Parameter usage in queries can differ from one data store to another 
syntactically. 

• CoherentPaaS CQE requires queries to have a specific header to create named 
tables. 

We were also able to create a list of operators needed by order of importance, to 
check which could be implemented in CoherentPaaS and which would require an 
alternative solution to work with: 

• Critical frequently used operators: 

o MAX 

o MIN  

o SUM  

o COUNT 

o CASE WHEN ... THEN ... ELSE ... END 
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o NVL – not implemented but trivially replaced. 

o ISNULL – not implemented but trivially replaced. 

o IN 

o LIKE 

o ROW_NUMBER – not implemented with order by clause, requires a 
costly subquery alternative. 

• Critical non-frequently used operators: 

o NULL  

o POWER  

o LOG  

o LN  

o EXP  

o SQRT  

 

• Non critical operators: 

o DECODE – not implemented but trivially replaced. 

o EXISTS – not implemented but may be avoided. 

o ROUND 

o TO_DATE 

o TO_CHAR 

o BETWEEN 

o FLOOR  

o CEIL 

• DDL & DML – being implemented for CQE. 

A set of functional tests were then designed. The main objective of the tests was to 
have a working version of Altaia adapted to use CQE to access the databases and a 
reference version of Altaia working with Oracle, and show that the metrics calculated 
on both deployments were the same. Additionally, it was shown that changing some 
value in the raw data on the DBN0 would change the associated metric in the DBN1 
layer. This functionality is illustrated in Figure 22, which shows the interface used to 
access the information required to validate the test. First we select an aggregation 
level and a metric class, as shown in 1 and 2. 

On the DBN1 tables we can see many metrics that appear in green, which shows that 
they match between them, and a yellow metric (shown in 3) which indicates that the 
metric has been found with some difference (created on purpose). We could then 
click on the yellow line to query the DBN0 layer for the raw data that was used to 
compute this metric, and we can see that the SMS_NOTNULL field is different (shown 
in 4), which justifies the different metrics. In this test, insertion through CQE was not 
tested due to the feature not being yet implemented. 
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Figure 22. Second annual review functional testing interface 

5.3 Performance Validation 
Upon deployment of the complete solution dual environment (Altaia Reference and 
Altaia CoherentPaaS based) in ALB/PTIN cluster environment, performance tests 
were executed on both the CoherentPaaS adapted and reference Altaia platforms. The 
tests aimed to evaluate the relative performance of Altaia with the reference 
deployment - consisting of the Oracle databases - and the adapted deployment with 
CoherentPaaS - using LeanXcale to support the DBN0 layer and MonetDB to support 
the DBN1 layer.  
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5.3.1 Environments 

For performance testing purposes three different deployments have been made: two 
on a dedicated cluster within Altice Labs (Figure 23 and 25) for comparison between 
the original Altaia production solution and the adapted CoherentPaaS version; and 
one deployment on the UPM cluster for performance tuning (Figure 24). All 
deployments include a JMeter instance to collect results since XRay cannot collect the 
reference deployment results. 

At the Altice Labs deployment environments, it was intended to have comparable 
testing results, which meant that they should be as similar as possible. For that end, 
the Framework, Frontend, Reporting Server, DBN0 and DBN1 all use the same 
machines, implying that either only one of the deployments can be online at any time. 
The only difference is that, while the reference DBN0 and DBN1 use two machines 
interconnected with RAC, the DBN1 of the adapted deployment (MonetDB) does not 
support a distribution as needed by the use case and only one machine is used. 
Furthermore, the CoherentPaaS deployment includes machines for a CQE, CEP and 
XRay deployment.  

DBN1 Altaia Framework

Frontend Reporting Server

DBN0

RAC RAC

JMeter  
Figure 23 - Deployed reference environment at Altice Labs 

 
Reference: #Machines #CPUs RAM (GB) Storage (GB) 
FrontEnd: 1 2 4 - 
Framework1: 1 10 88 - 
Framework2: 1 10 88 - 
DBN0 2 (Oracle RAC) 12 124 900 
DBN1  2 (Oracle RAC) 12 124 512 
Reporting Server: 1 2 4 - 

Table 23 - Altice Labs reference deployment details. 
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Frontend Reporting Server

CQE

DBN1 - MonetDB

DBN0 - LeanXcale

Altaia Framework

CEP

JMeter

XRay

 
Figure 24 - Deployed CPaaS adapted environment at Altice Labs. 

 
Altaia CPaaS  #Machines #CPUs RAM (GB) Storage 
FrontEnd: 1 2 4 - 
Framework1: 1 10 88 - 
Framework2: 1 10 88 - 
DBN0: 2 (LeanXcale) 12 124 900 
DBN1: 1 (MonetDB) 12 124 512 
Reporting Server: 1 2 4 - 
CEP: 1 4 32 - 
CQE: 1 4 32 100 

Table 24 - Altice Labs CPaaS adapted deployment details. 

 

The DBN0 and DBN1 data stores, being the focus of this project, have the most 
resources out of all the machines, having been given 12 CPUs and 124GB of RAM 
between the two machines (since MonetDB in the adapted deployment uses only one 
machine, only half the resources are being used by it).  

In the Altice Labs environment, we intended to perform comparison tests using 
JMeter to execute several standard Altaia queries to the data stored in the DBN0 and 
DBN1. The DBN0 stores a 10GB dataset of raw call records and the DBN1 stores 
calculated key performance and key quality indicators, along with different 
aggregation levels of the data. For MonetDB, we also intended to test the possibility of 
being able to calculate the aggregations on-the-fly to try to save storage and use the 
benefits provided by a columnar data store. 
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JMeter

CQEDBN1 - 
MonetDB

DBN0 - LeanXcale

XRay CEP  
Figure 25 - Deployed adapted CoherentPaaS environment at UPM 

 
 QUAD 12c 

CPU Intel Xeon x3220 
2.40 GHz 
L2 8 MB 
L3 0 
1066 MHz FSB 
MMX, SSE, SSE2, SSE3, SSSE3 
VTx 

Intel Xeon E52630 
v2 
2.6 2.80 
GHz 
L2 6 x 256KB 
L3 15MB 
QPI 3600 MHz 
MMX, SSE, SSE2, SSE3, SSSE3, SSE4.1, SSE4.2, AVX 
VTx 

CPU cores 1x4 2x6 

RAM 8 GB DDR2  

667 MHz 

128 GB DDR3  

1600 MHz 

Disk Slots 1 4 

Ethernet 2x 1 Gbps 2x 1 Gbps 

Myrinet 1x 10 Gbps no 

Infiniband no 1x 56 Gbps 

SATA 3 Gbs 6 Gbs 

SSD 160 GB 480 GB 

HDD no 4 TB 

5400 RPM 

Table 25 – UPM cluster deployment details 

In the UPM cluster, we were given two different environments: one using quad 
machines and another using 12c machines detailed on Table 5. Given the difference in 
resources between the two, the 12c machines are hereby referenced as the big blades.  
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Figure 24 shows the component interconnection, each having one dedicated machine 
on each UPM environment except that the CEP, CQE and XRay which share a 12c 
instead when on the big blades. 

As mentioned, the UPM cluster deployment is not meant to obtain comparable results 
with another solution, but rather to help find bottlenecks and tune the CoherentPaaS 
environment so it can function at this peak performance. 

5.3.2 Dataset, Measurements and Tools 

A raw dataset consisting of six hours of data (real customer data that has been 
anonymized) will be used to load DBN0. This raw data comes in the form of a CSV file 
and it is expected to be around 10GB in size. When processed by the Altaia 
framework, this dataset will result in more than 20 million records in DBN1. 

 

Database Number of records in database 
DBN0 7 million 
DBN1 +20 million 

Table 26 – DBN0 and DBN1 data volume 

The performance tests of the Altaia system with the CoherentPaaS platform 
are divided into two core comparison scenarios: between a reference database 
commercial system, the original Altaia data store, and the CoherentPaaS framework 
using LeanXcale/MonetDB to determine the CoherentPaaS layer impact on 
performance.  

The tests performed at Altice Labs are meant to create a set of results data that 
creates comparable results between the production instantiation of the Altaia 
system and the version using the CoherentPaaS platform. The results for the other 
scenario were carried at the UPM cluster.  

In any of these scenarios, the tests that were carried out were the same: insertion into 
DBN0; reading from DBN0, both collect and drill-to-detail; insertion into DBN1; and 
reading from DBN1. The different tests carried were as follows.  

BLK - DBN0 Bulk Insertion  

This test aims to test the ability of the data stores and CQE to support bulk loading 
into the DBN0 layer of Altaia when compared to the reference database. The dataset 
to be used consists of 7000000 rows.  

COL - DBN0 Collection  

This test aims to test the ability of the data stores and CQE to support the collection 
process of Altaia when compared to the reference database. The databases used will 
be pre-loaded with enriched data.  

DTD - DBN0 Drill-To-Detail  

In this test the goal is to test the drill-to-detail procedures to the DBN0 layer, where 
the original values that led to some metrics in the DBN1 layer are queried, using a 
reference commercial database and CoherentPaaS.  

INS - DBN1 Insertion  

In this test the goal is to test the insertion to the DBN1 layer using a reference 
commercial database and CoherentPaaS, by replicating existing DBN1 
data created apriori from the original dataset of 7000000 rows by Altaia.  
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SEA - DBN1 Search  

In this test the goal is to test the DBN1 layer querying using a reference commercial 
database and CoherentPaaS.  

The SQL queries were collected from an Altaia production system and later adapted 
to the CoherentPaaS CQE’s syntax. The goal was to provide a sample that is closer to 
the processes being carried out by a production deployment of Altaia. 

 

Table Nº Records in table Query Time interval 
VOZ_3G 7 million TRF_USER 5 minutes 
VOZ_3G 7 million TRF_USER_AG1 5 minutes 
VOZ_3G 7 million TRF_USER_AG3 5 minutes 
VOZ_3G 7 million TRF_USER_AG4 5 minutes 
VOZ_3G 7 million TRF_ACCOUNT_AG1 5 minutes 
VOZ_3G 7 million TRF_SACCOUNT_AG1 5 minutes 
VOZ_3G 7 million TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2 5 minutes 
VOZ_3G 7 million TRF_SACCOUNT_AG2 5 minutes 
VOZ_3G 7 million TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3 5 minutes 
VOZ_3G 7 million TRF_SACCOUNT_AG3 5 minutes 

Table 27 – COL – DBN0 Collection queries 

 

 
Table Nº Records in 

table 
Query Time interval 

DBN0 
VOZ_3G 7 million DTD-SMS_QTY 5 minutes 
VOZ_3G 7 million DTD-CALL_DURATION 5 minutes 
VOZ_3G 7 million DTD-CALL_ESTABLISHED_QTY 5 minutes 
VOZ_3G 7 million DTD-CALL_TERMINATED_QTY 5 minutes 
VOZ_3G 7 million DTD-CALL_SETUP_DURATION 5 minutes 
DBN1 
F_TRF_USER +4 million F_TRF_USER-SMS_QTY 5 minutes 
F_TRF_USER +4 million F_TRF_USER-CALL_DURATION 5 minutes 
F_TRF_USER +4 million F_TRF_USER-CALL_ESTABLISHED_QTY 5 minutes 
F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2 54857 F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2_CALL_TERMINATED_QTY 5 minutes 
F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3 443990 F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3-CALL_SETUP_DURATION 5 minutes 

Table 28 – DBN0 drill-to-detail queries 

 
Table Nº Records in table Query Time interval 
F_TRF_USER +4 million TRF_USER-HR Hour 
F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2 54857 TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2-HR Hour 
F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3 443990 TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3-HR Hour 
F_TRF_USER +4 million TRF_USER-DD Day 
F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2 54857 TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2-DD Day 
F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3 443990 TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3-DD Day 
F_TRF_USER +4 million TRF_USER-MM Month 
F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2 54857 TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2-MM Month 
F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3 443990 TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3-MM Month 

Table 29 – DBN1 Search queries 

Apache JMeterTM is a widely used open source application designed to load test 
functional behavior and measure performance. JMeter was used to simulate the Altaia 
framework processes and interactions with the different data stores - LeanXcale and 
MonetDB. All the relevant queries were extracted from the Altaia framework and 
later adapted to the CQE’s SQL syntax and used in JMeter to execute the performance 
tests. 
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5.3.3 Results PTIN environment 

In this section we present the performance results obtained in our testing 
environment at PTIN/Altice Labs. 

5.3.3.1 BLK - DBN0 Bulk Insertion 

The bulkload tests on DBN0 were performed in 2 distinct database systems: an Oracle 
database which we will designate simply as the Reference DB and CoherentPaaS. The 
test consisted on the insertion of 7.000.000 records into a single table (voz_3g) with 
commits being issued every 5000 inserted records. Only 1 thread (or client) was used 
to perform the insertion requests. LeanXcale was used as DBN0 on the CoherentPaaS 
deployment. The results are depicted below (Throughput is measured in requests per 
second). 
 

Label  Samples  Average  95%   99%   Std.Dev.  Throughput  KB/sec  
Avg. 

Bytes  
BULKLOAD  7000000  0  1  1  5.01  405.6  4.36  11  
COMMIT  1400  4  7  9  2.35  0.08  0  6  
TOTAL  7001400  0  1  1  5.01  405.7  4.36  11  

Table 30 – Results for bulkload tests on Reference database (DBN0)   
 

Label   Samples  Average  95%  99%  Std.Dev.  Throughput  KB/sec  
Avg. 

Bytes  
BULKLOAD  7000000  2  2  3  54.2  253.1  2.72  11  
COMMIT  1400  706  891  1012  94.1  0.05  0  6  
TOTAL  7001400  2  2  3  55.11  253.2  2.72  11  

Table 31 - Results for bulkload tests on CoherentPaaS (LeanXCale  as DBN0)  

 

 

  
Figure 26 - BulkLoad on DBN0 comparative graphic results 

The figure above shows the results of the comparative bulkload insertion tests 
carried on the DBN0 layer between the reference database and the CoherentPaaS 
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solution with LeanXcale. It shows that the reference database is about 1,66 times 
faster than the CoherentPaaS counterpart. This is pretty reasonable given that the 
reference database is a single binary executable written in C, while CoherentPaaS has 
targets large distributed data. CoherentPaaS provides high scalability that the 
reference database lacks, so it tradeoffs an acceptable overhead for very large 
scalability. 
 

5.3.3.2 COL - DBN0 Collection  

The collection tests on DBN0 were performed both on the Reference DB database and 
CoherentPaaS. The test was performed using 10 threads (or simulated clients), 
performing 10 different queries on a randomized fashion over a single table. Each 
query was repeated 10 times. LeanXcale was used as DBN0 on the CoherentPaaS 
deployment. 
  

Label  Samples  Average  95%  99%  Std.Dev.  Throughput  KB/sec  Avg. Bytes  
TRF_USER_AG4  100  6218  8484  8998  1206.54  0.24  2582.62  10861790.7  
TRF_USER_AG3  100  7919  9133  10803  916.58  0.25  4461.7  18460766  
TRF_USER_AG1  100  5617  7542  9947  1122.35  0.24  1856.67  7794307.8  
TRF_USER  100  13196  16184  16772  1542.55  0.25  14783.26  61768564.5  
TRF_SACCOUNT_AG3  100  1595  1904  2809  370.1  0.25  313.46  1306810.2  
TRF_SACCOUNT_AG2  100  1232  1437  4086  598.24  0.25  56.23  228070.2  
TRF_SACCOUNT_AG1  100  1085  2237  3453  552.4  0.25  6.13  25427.7  
TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3  100  1630  1887  5177  546.05  0.25  306.2  1272201.6  
TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2  100  1225  3080  4243  700.69  0.24  39.41  165582.8  
TRF_ACCOUNT_AG1  100  1001  1272  2890  379.64  0.26  0.41  1610.3  
TOTAL  1000  4072  12686  15538  3991.55  2.40  24189.5  10188513.2  

Table 32 – Results on Collection queries over DBN0 on the Reference DB  

   

Label  Samples  Average  95%   99%   Std.Dev.  Throughput  KB/sec  
Avg. 

Bytes  
TRF_USER_AG4  100  11964  22594  34348  5160.32  0.10  48.1  512582.4  
TRF_USER_AG3  100  11198  12223  19098  2671.87  0.10  26.21  275721.8  
TRF_USER_AG1  100  10148  11765  24426  4040.79  0.09  11.78  128561.3  
TRF_USER  100  10385  12305  46561  8175.15  0.10  199.26  2123799.1  
TRF_SACCOUNT_AG3  100  10358  12565  23908  3935.17  0.09  4.52  49767.7  
TRF_SACCOUNT_AG2  100  10148  12088  23041  3771.32  0.10  0.57  6098.6  
TRF_SACCOUNT_AG1  100  9213  12010  19031  4649.13  0.10  0.07  759.7  
TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3  100  9614  19207  26658  5638.89  0.10  6.6  71405.8  
TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2  100  10161  12121  19306  3798.38  0.10  0.29  3127.3  
TRF_ACCOUNT_AG1  100  11007  12253  13317  1521.93  0.10  0.01  107.4  
TOTAL  1000  10420  12336  30026  4716.5  0.93  287.38  317193.1  

Table 33 – Results on Collection queries over DBN0 on CoherentPaaS (LeanXcale as DBN0)  
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Figure 27 - Collection on DBN0 comparative graphic results 

The above figure shows the results of the comparative collection tests carried on the 
DBN0 layer between the reference database and the CoherentPaaS solution with 
LeanXcale. It shows that the reference database is about 2,5 times faster than the 
CoherentPaaS counterpart. Again, this overhead is reasonable for a distributed 
architecture compared with a centralized database, and it exercises a trade-off of 
efficiency for scalability.  
 

5.3.3.3 DTD - DBN0 Drill-To-Detail  

The drill-to-detail tests on DBN0 were performed both on the Reference DB database 
and CoherentPaaS. The test was performed using 10 threads (or simulated clients), 
performing 15 different queries with randomized parameters over 7 tables. Each 
query was repeated 10 times. On the CoherentPaaS deployment LeanXcale was used 
as DBN0 in conjunction with MonetDB as DBN1. The queries were prefixed 
appropriately to denote the respective data source layer: 

• F_ and GET_ - to denote DBN1 as the data source layer; 
• DTD – to denote DBN0 as the data source layer. 

 
 
  

Label  Samples  Average  95%   99%  Std.Dev.  Throughput  KB/sec  
Avg. 

Bytes  
DTD  

CALL_DURATION  100  1160  1393  1461  118.96  1.4  2.04  1444  
DTD  

CALL_ESTABLISHED_QTY  100  1168  1406  1512  137.76  1.4  1.95  1397  
DTD  

CALL_SETUP_DURATION  100  1145  1332  1380  128.58  1.4  1.98  1417  
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DTD  

CALL_TERMINATED_QTY  100  1037  1237  1381  231.42  1.4  159.84  114647.9  
DTD  

SMS_QTY  100  1150  1335  1533  121.43  1.4  1.92  1378  
F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2  

CALL_TERMINATED_QTY  100  219  284  490  59.09  1.4  451.7  322625  
F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3  

CALL_SETUP_DURATION  100  222  301  332  50.26  1.4  465.95  332078  
F_TRF_USER  

CALL_DURATION  100  282  411  545  72.74  1.5  750.08  523424  
F_TRF_USER  

CALL_ESTABLISHED_QTY  100  272  363  552  67.26  1.4  732.46  520931  
F_TRF_USERSMS_QTY  100  274  367  498  66.19  1.4  734.7  520933  
GET_PARAMETERS_DTD  500  2  10  21  4.23  7.1  1.81  260.4  
TOTAL  1500  463  1266  1402  494.74  21  3196.75  156105.1  

Table 34 – Results on DTD queries over DBN0 on the Reference DB  

  

Label  Samples  Average  95%  99%  Std.Dev.  Throughput  KB/sec  
Avg. 

Bytes  
DTD  

CALL_DURATION  100  6790  11073  11324  4434.51  0.20  0.29  1444  
DTD  

CALL_ESTABLISHED_QTY  100  7591  10954  11345  3917.49  0.20  0.27  1397  
DTD  

CALL_SETUP_DURATION  100  6936  11209  11524  4410.73  0.20  0.27  1417  
DTD  

CALL_TERMINATED_QTY  100  18107  25557  25774  9362.74  0.19  7.41  39420.9  
DTD  

SMS_QTY  100  9688  11045  11345  1134.47  0.20  0.26  1378  
F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2  

CALL_TERMINATED_QTY  100  8  11  14  1.28  0.20  11.99  62152  
F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3  

CALL_SETUP_DURATION  100  20  25  33  3.42  0.20  12  62153  
F_TRF_USER  

CALL_DURATION  100  60  68  81  5.42  0.20  20.21  102363  
F_TRF_USER  

CALL_ESTABLISHED_QTY  100  60  65  69  9.2  0.20  19.69  102363  
F_TRF_USER  

SMS_QTY  100  60  66  96  7.24  0.20  19.62  102363  
GET_PARAMETERS_DTD  500  0  1  3  0.9  0.98  0.22  226.3  
TOTAL  1500  3288  14903  24875  6081.59  2.90  89.65  31838.8  

Table 35 - Results on DTD queries over DBN0 on CoherentPaaS (LeanXcale as DBN0 with 
MonetDB as DBN1)   
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Figure 28 - DTD on DBN0 comparative graphic results 

The figure shows the results of the comparative drill-to-detail tests carried on the 
DBN0 layer between the reference database and the CoherentPaaS solution with 
LeanXcale and MonetDB. It shows that the reference database is about 7 times faster 
than the CoherentPaaS counterpart. Part of this overhead is due to the way Altaia was 
modified that uses strings for numeric types in CoherentPaaS while with the 
reference database Altaia uses the native numeric types. Furthermore, LeanXcale is 
more adapted and performant on hot data queries, i.e. queries that access data 
queried recently. 
  

5.3.3.4 INS – DBN1 Insertion  

The bulk load tests on DBN1 were performed in 2 distinct database systems: an 
Oracle database which we will designate simply as the Reference DB and 
CoherentPaaS. The test consisted on the insertion of 17.598.469 records into 10 
different tables with commits being issued on a table by table basis. Only 1 thread (or 
client) was used to perform the insertion requests. MonetDB was used as DBN1 in the 
CoherentPaaS platform tests. The results are depicted below (Throughput is 
measured in requests per second). 

 

Label Samples Average 95% 99% Std. Dev. Throughput KB/sec 
Avg. 

Bytes 

INSERT_F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG1 1196 0 1 2 0.72 1782.4 19.15 11 

INSERT_F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2 54857 0 1 1 64.74 1329.1 14.28 11 

INSERT_F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3 443990 0 1 1 0.53 2148.8 23.08 11 
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INSERT_F_TRF_SACCOUNT_AG1 15208 0 1 1 0.6 2208.9 23.73 11 

INSERT_F_TRF_SACCOUNT_AG2 69733 0 1 1 0.52 2164.8 23.25 11 

INSERT_F_TRF_SACCOUNT_AG3 432382 1 17 18 5.33 529.4 6.4 12.4 

INSERT_F_TRF_USER 4664463 0 1 1 0.73 2037.9 21.89 11 

INSERT_F_TRF_USER_AG1 3838981 0 1 1 0.55 2234.7 24.01 11 

INSERT_F_TRF_USER_AG3 4492768 0 1 1 0.55 2177.5 23.39 11 

INSERT_F_TRF_USER_AG4 3584881 0 1 1 0.54 2216.1 23.81 11 

TOTAL 17598469 0 1 1 3.76 2001.5 21.57 11 

Table 36 - Results for bulkload tests on Reference DB (DBN1)  

  

Label  Samples  Avg  95%  99%  StdDev  Throughput  KB/s  
Avg. 

Bytes  
INSERT_F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG1  1196 2 4 5 1.11 432.90 4.65 11 

INSERT_F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2  54857 4 6 7 1.47 240.60 2.58 11 

INSERT_F_TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3  443990 6 9 11 1.93 155.70 1.67 11 

INSERT_F_TRF_SACCOUNT_AG1  15208 2 4 5 1.13 370.80 3.98 11 

INSERT_F_TRF_SACCOUNT_AG2  69733 4 7 8 1.59 208.40 2.24 11 

INSERT_F_TRF_SACCOUNT_AG3  432382 6 10 11 2.03 147.00 1.58 11 

INSERT_F_TRF_USER  4664463 0 1 1 0.5 142.65 2.14 11 

INSERT_F_TRF_USER_AG1  3838981 0 1 1 0.51 536.30 3.25 11 

INSERT_F_TRF_USER_AG3  4492768 0 1 1 0.53 391.95 2.24 11 

INSERT_F_TRF_USER_AG4  3584881 0 1 1 0.46 155.13 1.05 11 

TOTAL  17598469 0 1 1 0.51 295.14 2.7 11 

Table 37 - Results for bulk load tests on CoherentPaaS (MonetDB as DBN1)  

 
Figure 29 - Bulkload on DBN1 comparative graphic results  

The figure shows the results of the comparative bulkload insert tests carried on the 
DBN1 layer between the reference database and the CoherentPaaS solution with 
MonetDB. It shows that the reference database is about 4 to 10 times faster than the 
CoherentPaaS counterpart, which can be explained due to the number of dimensions 
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of each inserted metric and associated constraints checking. Furthermore, row-based 
data stores like Oracle are better adapted to optimize insertions with constraint 
validation. 
Nevertheless, Altaia has a continuous process of insert/update to DBN1, and has 
implemented various optimization techniques to minimize the impact of constraint 
checking. A similar process should be considered in the future to enhance 
CoherentPaaS results, as well as the deployment of other distributed data stores and 
subsequent parallelization may also contribute to better results. 
 

5.3.3.5 SEA – DBN1 Search (Aggregation)  

The aggregation tests on DBN1 were performed both on the Reference DB database 
and CoherentPaaS. The test was performed using 10 threads (or simulated clients), 
performing 9 different queries on a randomized fashion over 3 tables. Each query was 
repeated 10 times. MonetDB was used as DBN1 on the CoherentPaaS deployment. 

The queries were suffixed appropriately to denote the interval aggregation with: 

• HR - to denote hourly data aggregation; 
• DD - to denote daily data aggregation; 
• MM - to denote monthly data aggregation. 

 

  
Label Samples Avg 95% 99% Std. Dev. Throughput KB/sec Avg. Bytes 

TRF_USER-MM 100 315735 427598 438414 54433.52 0.03 9600.82 334015118 

TRF_USER-HR 100 95491 124057 156067 17285.36 0.10 9656.88 104457969 

TRF_USER-DD 100 310547 364609 382169 27781.14 0.03 10340.5 349327670 
TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3-
MM 100 4216 5784 13945 3087.55 0.03 79.13 2758744 

TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3-HR 100 2052 2360 2880 4792.39 0.10 123.96 1311118 
TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3-
DD 100 3908 4682 5434 492.65 0.03 87.51 2939182 
TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2-
MM 100 1173 438 11781 7493.21 0.03 6.49 226282 

TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2-HR 100 2131 470 48666 9447.55 0.10 15.93 172364 
TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2-
DD 100 350 400 652 229.14 0.03 7.44 241036 

TOTAL 900 81734 341064 406854 128831.51 0.12 10439.82 88383275.9 

Table 38 - Results on aggregation queries over DBN1 on Reference DB 

 
Label  Samples  Average  95%  99%  Std.Dev.  Throughput  KB/sec  Avg. Bytes  
TRF_USER-MM  100  92614  127318  130244  19898.19  0.09  27473.83  334015118  
TRF_USER-HR  100  29123  37248  38341  5010.81  0.31  31034.58  104457969  
TRF_USER-DD  100  94617  127043  131211  17432.2  0.08  28366.45  349327670  
TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3-MM  100  1181  1944  7214  1086.22  0.09  238.15  2758744  
TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3-HR  100  539  1247  1634  311.52  0.31  390.19  1311118  
TRF_ACCOUNT_AG3-DD  100  1073  1905  3347  562.28  0.09  254.91  2939182  
TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2-MM  100  86  125  404  98.36  0.09  20.72  226282  
TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2-HR  100  57  95  169  26.49  0.31  51.25  172364  
TRF_ACCOUNT_AG2-DD  100  73  136  188  35.42  0.08  19.55  241036  
TOTAL  900  24373  112555  127623  39101.86  0.39  33449.29  88383275.9  
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Table 39 - Results on aggregation queries over DBN1 on CoherentPaaS (MonetDB as DBN1)  

  

 

 
Figure 30 - Aggregation on DBN1 comparative graphic results 

  
The figure shows the results of the comparative aggregation tests carried on the 
DBN1 layer between the reference database and the CoherentPaaS solution with 
MonetDB. It shows that the reference database is about 3 times faster than the 
CoherentPaaS counterpart, which is consistent to what we might expect when 
comparing a row-based data store to a columnar data store. 
The Altaia reference results reflect data access to aggregated tables built to optimize 
the queries to data with different levels of time aggregation. 
These results suggest that MonetDB may provide an interesting trade-off: to save 
storage space by dropping the aggregation tables and instead doing the upper level 
aggregations on the queries to non-aggregated table metrics. 

5.3.4 Results at UPM environment 

The UPM testing environment was used essentially to perform validation and 
functional tests on the several CoherentPaaS components as well as to tune their 
performance. Therefore, the tests performed in this environment were not as 
exhaustive and thorough as the tests performed at ALB/PTIN’s testing environment. 
During this testing and tuning phase we tried to solve performance issues as well as 
any integration problems detected. 
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The tuning efforts concerned LeanXcale and CQE along with the LeanXcale data store 
wrapper, mostly because the results obtained with MonetDB seemed interesting from 
the start. 

Concerning LeanXcale tuning, the LeanXcale server has been originally targeted at 
On-Line Transactional Processing (OLTP) workloads, focusing on the performance 
with high throughput update operations by using a row-based storage remotely 
hosted in a distributed key-value data store. However, in parallel with the 
CoherentPaaS project, LeanXcale has been evolving to support hybrid operational and 
analytical workloads. One feature that is useful for this and is being developed as part 
unreleased version 0.92 is the ability to cache portions of data in columnar format co-
located with query engine servers. This greatly enhances performance of operations 
that traverse a large portion of data to compute aggregations. Given the potential 
advantage for the CoherentPaaS use case, Altice and LeanXcale teams collaborated to 
integrate and deploy this experimental feature in the project (see next Figure ). 

 

 
Figure 31 - LeanXcale evolution in terms of throughput 

Concerning CQE and the LeanXcale data store wrapper, the CoherentPaaS Wrapper 
API is modelled on the JDBC API, to leverage existing knowledge of data store 
developers, but is designed to be much simpler, to make it easier for NoSQL data 
stores to be integrated without having to implement the entire JDBC interface. This is 
true, for instance, for the result-set abstraction used to iterate over query results. 
However, the CoherentPaaS Common Query Engine (CQE) is based on Apache Derby 
and internally uses JDBC interfaces. This means that data stores that already expose a 
JDBC interface would incur in unnecessary overhead, as data in JDBC format would be 
converted to the simplified Wrapper format and then back to JDBC format. To avoid 
this, a specialized interface is now exposed by JDBC wrappers (for LeanXcale and 
MonetDB) that is used by the CQE to short-circuit data conversions. This applies only 
during data retrieval (as show in the next figure). 
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Figure 32 - CQE/LeanXcale data store wrapper throughput evolution 

5.4 CEP Validation 
Regarding the CoherentPaaS CEP, we implemented some of the process events 
currently residing in Altaia Framework. These included: 

• Pattern Detection: some network problems are not trivially discovered, but 
they produce a certain pattern when they occur. This process aims to detect 
those patterns. The patterns to be detected are: 

o Call Drop: When a user ‘A’ calls to a user ‘B’ or user ‘B’ to user ‘A’ 
repeatedly over a small period of time, a call drop problem might be 
occurring.  

o Call Collision: When a user ‘A’ calls a user ‘B’ at the same time that user 
‘B’ calls user ‘A’, a call collision occurs, preventing the call from being 
established. 

5.4.1 Functional Validation 

The functional tests were performed in two environments, one in Altice Labs and 
other in UPM. The raw information was available as a CSV file, which was used as 
input for the different tests, aiming to simulate the events. Originally these events are 
processed as they come from the network by Altaia Correlation module. The 
functional tests were primary performed using the files as data source for the CEP 
query. Following, in the second round of tests, we verify the data with Kafka Connect 
as a data source, utilizing it as event queue. Finally, the last tests took into account 
DBN0 in LeanXcale as a data source. 
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In order to validate the results from CoherentPaaS CEP, we used an ETL tool (Pentaho 
Spoon) to verify the consistency of the output among the different functional 
validations. 

5.4.2 Performance Validation 

5.4.2.1 Methodology 

For the experiments, we used a dedicated node to run a load generator application, 
able to create tuples and send the data. All the tests were performed in other node 
with CoherentPaaS CEP. Thus, the testbed was composed of one node for load injector 
and one for CoherentPaaS CEP. 

The dataset used for the tests comprised of DBN0 table with 7.200.000 rows and 183 
columns with 1.200.000 records for each minute of calls. Since the data in Altaia 
Framework is originally available in logs for this task, the load injector application 
was in charge to read the file and send them to the CoherentPaaS CEP node. The 
dataset contained 3G calls CDRs sampling intermittent 6 minutes. 

The topology created for CoherentPaaS CEP included FilterBolt, JoinBolt and MapBolt 
as illustrated in the next figure for Call Collision topology. 

 

  
Figure 33 - CoherentPaaS CEP Call Collision Detection Topology 

The Call Drop Detection topology follows almost the same approach of Call Collision, 
except for the filter and join conditions in the bolts illustrated in the next figure. 
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Figure 34 - CoherentPaaS CEP Call Drop Detection Topology 

In the first operator of both topologies all the unnecessary columns are discarded, 
keeping only the relevant records for analysis and results. Furthermore, for the 
JoinBolt in both topologies, we considered a time window of 5 minutes with an 
advance step of 1 minute 

5.4.2.2 Results 

The results were very optimistic compared to the currently approach adopted by 
Altaia Framework using database and Esper. Both topologies ran at the same time 
and took 165 seconds to complete without loss of tuples. Table 20 describes the 
metrics. 

Main 
Requirements Name Brief Description Acceptable 

Metric 
 Target 
Metric 

Req.01 Call 
Collision 

The system must be 
able to analyze 7.2 
millions rows for 
call drop in less 
than 6 minutes. 

6 mins < 6 min 

Req.02 Call Drop 

The system must be 
able to analyze 7.2 
millions rows for 
call collision in less 
than 6 minutes. 

6 mins < 6 min 

Table 40 – CEP processing results 
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Measurements of the results were:  

• Throughput ranged from 45.000 to 46.000 events/second; minimum value in 
this case is 20.000 events/seconds 

• Latency which ranged from 0.35 ms to 0.42 ms; 

The throughput was measured without losing tuples, which means that the operators 
were not saturated in the system and is illustrated below.  

 
Figure 35 - Spout emission per seconds 

The JoinBolt is the most complex operator in the topology, thus consuming more 
resources comparing to other operators. However, it had an exceptionally low latency 
around 0,4 ms as shown in the graph below. 

 
Figure 36 - Latency of Call Drop JoinBolt in microseconds 

The JoinBolt for Call Collision had less latency due its logic being less complex than 
the one used for the Call Drop detection. The latency was around 0.16 ms and is 
shown in the next graph. 
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Figure 37 - Latency of Call Collisions JoinBolt in microseconds 

5.5 Conclusions 
All the required the Altaia Framework adaptation issues were identified and 
implemented, enabling us to conclude for the functional feasibility of an Altaia 
solution based on a CoherentPaaS platform and using the  DS provided – LeanXcale in 
DBN0 layer and MonetDB in DBN1 layer. 

Replication of the implemented framework adaptation and, in particular, query 
adaptation processes will be possible on other ALB/PTIN products, based on DS 
technologies similar to the ones used in Altaia. 

Some stability issues in the interfaces with CQE and DS wrappers were identified and 
feed backed to the partners, which allowed them to evolve it. 

A comparison with the current database system being run at PT and CoherentPaaS 
was made. Unfortuantely, the results are not comparable since the Altaia adaptation 
to CoherentPaaS transformed all data types into strings that cause an exaggerated 
overhead in the CoherentPaaS since comparing two integers or two floats is very fast, 
a single CPU instruction, but comparing the strings representing those numbers is 
very expensive, it requires a loop that will iterate over all the characters in the string. 
So the results should be understood in the light of this high unfairness. Performance 
tests on DBN0 (based on LeanXcale) highlight that the reference deployment 
produces better results in all tested processes, with particular emphasis on the drill-
to-detail processes. When considering the unfairness of using strings in CoherentPaaS 
and numbers in the reference database, the results are competitive. The drill-to-detail 
processes is where the overhead is very high, but it is in these processes where the 
artificial overhead imposed on CoherentPaaS becomes highly noticeable because they 
are aggregation queries that are just made very expensive when using strings to 
represent numbers. 

Regarding the DBN1 (based on the columnar data store MonetDB), results point to 
the fact that the good performance when performing aggregations were 
overshadowed by the inferior results in the insert/update process. 

However, we believe that, with an adaptation of Altaia using native types instead of 
string and with further CQE optimization, new data store versions tuned to the 
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specific data access patterns from Altaia and with the resolution of known issues with 
the framework, we will be able to highly reduce the existing performance gap. 

Having said this, LeanXcale provides liner scalability that is not present on the 
reference database that enables to address high loads without having to solve the 
scale out at the application level, Altaia in this case, using sharding that has a high 
degree of complexity. 

Given these outcomes, we plan to initiate more detailed PoC (proof of concepts), to 
validate and evolve the CPaaS components, in order to have them as alternatives to 
existing Altaia technology. 

The CoherentPaaS CEP implementation of Altaia pattern detection alarmistic 
processes was functionally validated and the performance results were adequate. 

5.6 Lessons learnt & Next Steps 
In terms of usability from an industrial point of view, we suggest to extend 
CloudMdsQL with a wider range of functions and features from SQL, namely 
ROW_NUMBER with sorting predicates, insert/update/delete statements and DDL 
statements with wrapper support. In this way, CloudMdsQL could also be used to deal 
with schema creation in an abstract way from the underlying stores. This is, however, 
quite challenging, due to the heterogeneity of the underlying data models that do not 
match the relation model. 

Another area where the product can evolve is in the area of increasing the number of 
optimization heuristics. This is always a never-ending task, database vendors perform 
this on a continuous basis over decades, so it is an obvious area for continuous 
improvements. Another optimization that can be implemented is to incorporate the 
ability for the equivalent of prepared statements into CloudMdsQL and even stored 
procedures, although the latter will be extremely challenging in a polyglot 
environment. 

Finally, although CoherentPaaS goal was to combine the power of the native query 
languages for subqueries and the simplicity of SQL for the part of the query across 
data stores, it turns out that the support for translating SQL queries into native 
queries automatically that was not foreseen in the project but implemented to some 
extent was quite handy. Another area of evolution could be to extend the number of 
SQL operators that the wrappers of each data store can translate automatically into 
the underlying data stores. Obviously, it has some hard limits, since many data stores 
are very far in functionality from SQL, namely, the NoSQL data stores, but any feasible 
extension in this area will be highly appreciated. 
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6 BIBLIOGRAPHIC SEARCH USE CASE 

6.1 Methodology 
The bibliographic use case has a web frontend which shows the available 
functionalities (mainly read only) that uses the Common Query Engine through a 
JDBC driver and a backend process that updates the new data using the Complex 
Event Processing (CEP) and the Common Query Engine (CQE). 

 

In order to test the functionality, we have designed a set of automatic unitary tests. 
On the other hand, we have built a set of Docker files to run integration tests. CEP 
components are very difficult to test because they need to be executed from a Storm 
container.  For these reasons, we have created a layer that abstract the functionality, 
also known as Domain Layer and we have created unitary and integration tests only 
for these components. 

 

In order to test the application we are using generated data, but the final application 
will use open data (e.g DBLP or PubMed). For demo purposes we will use CORDIS 
dataset, DBLP and CiteSeer. DBLP has a very clean data about computer science but 
there are only few authors with the information about their affiliation. Citeseer will 
complement this information. 

The amount of generated data represents the same quantity of papers that will be 
processes with DBLP (1.8 millions) , 1 million of authors and 40000 EU projects. 

6.1.1 Data Validity and Protection 

This use case works with open data for demo purposes. Specifically, DBLP and 
CiteSeer. However, the application can work with other datasets that the final client 
would like to include: among these datasets there might be Scopus. 

6.2 Functional Validation 
The queries that are implemented in this use case are new services that in case of 
results acceptance, will appear on Sciencea.com 

The set of queries that we have designed are the result of implementing similar 
queries for other systems. Therefore, we have defined these queries according our 
expertise in similar implemented systems. In order to validate the quality of the 
results, we have defined a set of functional tests that given an input validate that the 
returned results are those that are expected.  

6.3 Performance Validation 
According the document 9.1, the performance requirement called MAXIMUM_TIME 
specifies that "the system must be able to solve all analytical queries in less than 1 
minute". 
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The following sections summarizes the methodology we have applied to achieve this 
KPI. 

6.3.1 Methodology 

Initially, the bibliographic queries were run in a single machine with enough RAM to 
solve the queries. We started this approach because it was the same where we run 
similar queries in Sciencea, which uses an embedded database. 

After analyzing that the CPU and the IO usage was so high, the recommended 
approach was to separate all the components in different machines. Otherwise, 
multiple threads were trying to share limited resources. Using the UPM cloud 
infrastructure we used: 

• 4 machine with 8GB for: 
o CQE 
o LeanXcale 
o Sparksee 
o MongoDB 

• 1 machine with 125Gb for Eutropia 
• 3 machines with 8GB for the CEP. 

Another detected problem about is the cardinality of the involved tables, especially to 
resolve JOINs operations. All our queries are using at the end of the query a JOIN to 
include the text of the documents, which is information that is only stored in 
MongoDB. In this case, the naïve approach is to retrieve all the documents from 
MongoDB and join them with the temporal results of the current query. In order to 
reduce the execution times, we initially created a python query to only retrieve the 
text of those documents that are going to appear as part of the result. However, 
thankfully to the BIND JOINs it can be resolved as an IN clause in MongoDB, which 
reduces even more the amount of retrieved data from the CQE. 

Another interesting thing is that, part of one of our queries is resolving the experts 
related with the words that appear in a specific document. The experts of a specific 
keyword and the relevant words of a document are relationships stored in Eutropia, 
which is a key-value store and thus, does not support the JOIN natively. However, it 
can easily be resolved using the CQE. Initially, we performed a python named table 
that resolves the experts of a given keyword for all the relevant words of a document. 
However, this expression, which is too verbose and error-prone, can be rewritten 
with an SQL optimization supported by the CQE called scalars as follows: 

relevantwords(word string, docid string, value string WITHPARAMS docid 
string)@hbase = {*  get 'APPEARS', docid, {COLUMN => 'WordDoc'} *} 

scores( row string, column string, value double WITHPARAMS words 
string)@hbase = {* get 'SCORES', words, {COLUMN => 'Institution'} *} 

experts(word string, institutionid string, weight double WITHPARAMS docid 
string) = ( 
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SELECT value, scores(value).column, scores(value).value 

FROM relevantwords($docid) 

) 

The scalar functions are scores(value).column and scores(value).value. These functions 
are evaluated for each of the column called value returned by the relevantwords 
named table. 

Finally, after applying these optimizations, the execution time of both queries 
becomes acceptable and less verbose.  

To run the queries, we used a snapshot from the Sciencea application, which contains: 

Table Cardinality 

Papers 1.416.860 

Projects 32.823 

Person 207.803 

Institution 3.354 

Participates 53.577 

Works 353.640 

Writes 2.394.500 

Last affiliation 203.175 

Last paper 207.803 

Scores persons 8.738.901 

Scores institutions 1.209.039 

Appears 1.209.039 

Indexes 284.315 

 Table 41 – Bibliographic Data Snapshot 

Regarding CEP, the approach consisted in having multiple data sources reading from 
different files. In general, we have used multiple times the BlockingBolt/DamBolt CEP 
operators, which process batches of data and synchronize the streams after a set of 
operands, which in this use case, send CQE operations to update multiple data-stores.  

The following picture shows how the current topologies are represented in the 
Storm-UI. 
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 Figure 38 – Topologies visualised 

Each data source is a NIO server and produces an element of each type every second. 
Therefore, the different spouts of the CEP are reading data from these servers to start 
the process with the reminding operators. The following picture shows an example of 
the operators we use in our topology for each entity type.  

Figure 39 – Topology Structure. 

Since the CEP operators are built on top of Apache Storm, we use the Storm-UI to 
know how stressed the operators are, by looking the capacity property. When the 
capacity value is low, we increase the batch size of the corresponding spout. 
Otherwise, we increase the parallelism of the related operands. However, since the 
amount of data produced from CORDIS or a bibliographic system is released monthly, 
there is no KPI related with the loading process.    

The following picture shows all our operators ordered by capacity. This execution is 
loading the main entity and relationship types of the bibliographic use case.  

Initially, we run our topology emitting one element every seconds. After analyzing the 
execution latency of our bolts, we discovered that every tuple can be processed in less 
than 0,5 seconds. Afterwards, we decided to run the same topology emitting 
documents every 0,5 seconds. The topology configuration is 1 worker, creating 
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batches of 10 elements. In this configuration, we are loading documents, projects, 
institutions, appears, scores, in parallel through the CQE in different data stores. Since 
the biggest dataset corresponds to the APPEARS relationship that contains more than 
11 million of rows, we are able to load this dataset in using 59 operators. 

The following picture shows a screenshot of our experiment using the Storm-UI. 

 

Figure 40 – Statistics from the bibliographic topology. 

6.3.2 Results 

The following table shows the evolution of the bibliographic queries taking into 
account the applied methodology: 

 

Query 2 year status  

(time in ms) 

Including Python 
named tables 

(time in ms) 

Including scalars 
and bind joins 

(time in ms) 

Reviewers 93.562 32.790 23.791 

Related Projects 334.244 23.707 22.714 

Table 42 – Queries’ results for the Bibliographic Use Case 
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Both queries satisfy the KPI which requires to be solved in less than 1 minute. 

Other CloudMdSQL queries that we added in the system with less complex business 
logic, satisfy this KPI, since they take less than 1 second. 

The following table show the 4 experiments that have been run using the CEP and the 
CQE. Each pair of rows corresponds to a single experiment. The first column, Workers 
is the number of available machines to run the CEP. The second column, Paralelism, 
defines how many threads are available for each CQE operator in the CEP. In other 
words, the number of concurrent CQE clients per operation. The third column, Batch 
size, defines the number of rows that the topology is processing as a batch. The fourth 
column defines how much time the data provider is waiting to send a new tuple. The 
fifth column defines the highest operator latency. The sixth column the amount of 
loaded data when we have taken the measures. Finally, the last column defines the 
involved data store in the CEP operator that has the higest latency.  

Workers Paralelism Batch 
Size 

Millisecond
s to send a 
tuple 

Highest 
Execution 
Latency 
(ms) 

Sample 
 
 

Data store 

1 1 10 500 679 600 Eutropia 

1 1 10 500 326 4560 Sparksee 

3 2 10 250 612 780 LeanXcale 

3 2 10 250 557 4520 LeanXcale 

3 3 10 250 1023 980 Eutropia 

3 3 10 250 879 4640 Sparksee 

3 10 10 250 2763 400 LeanXcale 

3 10 10 250 2504 4620 MongoDB 

Table 43 – Bibliographic CEP results 

For each experiment, we analyse the status when there are less than 1000 rows 
processed and when there are 4500 rows. Noticed that the system requires 
stabilization. Consequently, the more data is loaded, the less execution latency. After 
the first experiment, we analysed that we can improve the throughput decreasing the 
required time to wait before sending a next tuple. This is why, after having a latency 
of 326 milliseconds, we decided to increase the speed to 250ms per tuple, the 
parallelism and the number of workers. During the next experiments, we decided to 
analyse different parallelisms (3 and 10).  This produced that the execution latency 
increased, but it takes less that processing the tuples in serial mode. Since our batch 
size is 10, there is no reason to increase the parallelism more than 10. Moreover, the 
capacity we had, was higher than 1, which is not recommended.  

Finally, just increasing the parallelism and the number of workers we have reduced 
by two the required time to load the dataset. 
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6.4 Conclusions 
Thanks to the many optimizations implemented by the CQE and the extended 
supported in CloudMdSQL such as scalars, selection push down and bind joins, the 
system achieves the desired KPIs. Moreover, the CEP operators allow, for data stores 
supporting multiple writers (typically operational data stores), improving the 
throughput of any loading process by enabling pipelining across batches.  

6.5 Lessons learnt & Next Steps 
We plan to extend the use case with a deeper analysis of statistics at the CEP and 
include some extra queries that are relevant for an extended use case. The feature 
that enables pipelining of operations will enable to evolve the use case to use real-
time data from new sources that are especially active. 
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7 USE CASES – VALIDATION OVERVIEW 
Validation has been completed and performance assessment has been made; several 
optimisations took place during the assessment which improved the results.  Actually, 
at M36 improvements are still undergoing and the system will exhibit even better 
results till the review. An analysis of our current conclusions are summarized below, 
highlighting points of success and suggestions for the future evolution of the 
CoherentPaaS platform: 

Conclusions: 
• During our investigation we were able to add and remove different 

components of CoherentPaaS trying different alternatives to finally find the 
optimal solution for each application needs. The support of such large 
spectrum of data management technologies (seven in total) with different 
capabilities have offered an enhanced flexibility to development teams when 
building up new features and services. This has been a significant added value 
of  CoherentPaaS that was not identified when the proposal was written, but 
has been found out as a very relevant feature for development of data 
intensive applications. 

• Functionally all applications were delivered on top of CoherentPaaS. Thus, the 
functionality provided by the platform provided the necessary functionality 
for a wide array of applications with many different requirements and needs 
that  did not find functional limitations. 

• One feature that has been implemented in the project, although it was 
unplanned, is enabling SQL as a language to support multiple databases, by 
extending the wrappers with a catalogue of capabilities that they can 
implement to support specific SQL operators. This feature has been highly 
appreciable. Moreover, the system can exploit the inherent parallelism across 
data stores to provide higher performance by executing multiple concurrent 
operations across the different data stores. 

• Achieving use cases indicators (throughput, response time, scalability, ...): 
o The CoherentPaaS CEP implementation of the network monitoring use 

pattern within detection alarmistic processes was functionally 
validated and the performance results were adequate. 

o By exploiting the compiler and CQE optimizations such as scalars, 
selection push down and bind joins, the bibliographic and media 
planning case achieved the desired KPIs. Moreover, the ability of CEP 
operators to pipeline the stages in complex loading processes enables 
to highly reduce the overall processing response time and enables the 
integration of real-time data from sources with high event rates. 

o The key performance indexes (KPIs) regarding message handling time 
and message handling throughput were also met in the vehicle 
telematics use case. The multiple alarm creation and dashboard 
creation requirements were met. Specifically, the dashboard update 
requirement was surpassed. Moreover, the key KPIs were met also in 
the CDR analytics use case, which enable the use case provider to 
investigate the exploitation of multi-data store product development 
within data platforms like CoherentPaaS. 

• Having a wide diversity of data management technologies with different 
capabilities available to the use cases enabled to try many different 
alternatives and find the optimal solution for each use case. This feature has 
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been found as a key value proposition that has been identified a posteriori by 
the use case providers after many months of using the platform. 

• The optimizations in the compiler and CQE such as scalars, selection 
pushdown and bind joins, unplanned in the proposal, have resulted very 
beneficial providing huge improvements with respect the original foreseen 
solution without these optimizations. They allow basically to drastically 
reduce in many cases the data moved between the data stores and the CQE by 
means of optimizations that consider the multi-data store plan globally. 

• The pipelining enabled by the CEP in complex loading processes allows for 
great reductions in the response time of such processes. This can benefit 
applications that require real-time loading from real-time sources with high 
data rates, such as applications dealing with social media, stock exchange, 
financial applications dealing with information sources, etc. 

• All use case providers plan to initiate more detailed PoCs (Proof of Concepts) 
to validate and evolve the CoherentPaaS components in order to have them as 
alternatives to their existing technology and to investigate potential 
commercialization. 

Potential Lines for Evolving the Platform  

• A visual query composer could highly ease the process of writing queries. This 
is a feature desirable for any query language including traditional ones such 
SQL. 

• By exposing statistics from the data stores to the CQE, it would be possible to 
implement a cost-based optimizer at the CloudMdsQL that could provide 
optimizations at a holistic level. This, approach, however, requires a tighter 
integration between data stores and CQE that also raises the barrier for new 
data stores in terms of development needed to be integrated in CoherentPaaS. 

• As future developments of the CoherentPaaS framework, we will suggest that 
the CloudMdsQL should support a wider range of functions and features from 
SQL, namely ROW_NUMBER with sorting predicates, insert/update/delete 
statements and DDL statements without using the data store native syntax. 

• Support for prepared statements for the CQE will be quite welcomed since it 
will enable to save the overhead of recompiling the queries every time they 
are executed. 

• The support for translating automatically SQL into the native query languages, 
also not planned in the proposal, has been highly appreciated. Extension of 
this support will be highly appreciated. This extension is feasible within some 
limitations since some data stores provide very basic capabilities that make 
impractical to support complex SQL operators on top of them. 

• Another feature that can be very interesting to ease even more the 
development of polyglot applications is that the CQE automatically self-learns 
about the deployment where it is executing and uses this knowledge to infer 
automatically some details about the tables being used without having to 
provide this information explicitly. 
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9 APPENDIX 

9.1 CDR analytics use case – Stress Testing results 

ANALYTICS QUERIES – JMETER TESTS (100.000 CONTRACTS – 50 SCENARIOS) 

BestScenario & TargetScenario run with 5 related contracts /  UsageData runs with 10 scenarios 

 
Regular Tests 

Number of threads: 1 / Ramp-Up period: 1 sec / Loop count: 10 

Label # Samples Average Min Max Std. Dev. Error 
% Throughput KB/sec Avg. 

Bytes 
RevenueChangeScenarioQuery 10 5134 1425 5815 1241,96 0.00% 11.7/min 0,01 53,8 
RevenueSetOfContractsQuery 10 2987 1436 6537 2193,13 0.00% 20.1/min 0,02 53 
RevenueSegmentOfContractsQu
ery 

10 6561 259 19793 7379,63 0.00% 9.1/min 0,01 53,6 

BestScenarioQuery 10 5086 4978 5265 82,89 0.00% 11.8/min 0,02 120,7 
TargetScenarioQuery 10 1621 403 3642 1483,4 0.00% 36.9/min 0,05 86 
UsageDataQuery 10 32750 22153 45709 7823,12 0.00% 1.8/min 0,6 19976,4 
CustomersInRiskQuery 10 3352 272 30467 9038,29 0.00% 17.9/min 6,62 22731 
OffnetCommutersQuery 10 6512 977 56249 16578,7 0.00% 9.2/min 2,55 17021 
 

Stressed Tests 
Number of threads: 10 / Ramp-Up period: 10 sec / Loop count: 1 

Label # Samples Average Min Max Std. Dev. Error 
% Throughput KB/sec Avg. 

Bytes 
RevenueChangeScenarioQuery 10 3873 263 6529 2929,67 0.00% 53.0/min 0,05 54 
RevenueSetOfContractsQuery 10 6402 261 8912 3102,29 0.00% 40.9/min 0,04 53 
RevenueSegmentOfContractsQu
ery 

10 21135 18170 24822 2508,32 0.00% 19.2/min 0,02 53 

BestScenarioQuery [Spain] 10 24623 13939 31624 5882,26 0.00% 17.8/min 0,04 141,2 
TargetScenarioQuery [Spain] 10 10346 7063 14260 2327,15 0.00% 37.3/min 0,05 86 
 

Stressed Tests 

Number of threads: 10 / Ramp-Up period: 100 sec / Loop count: 1 

Label # Samples Average Min Max Std. Dev. Error 
% Throughput KB/sec Avg. 

Bytes 
UsageDataQuery 10 48651 26356 61316 11312,84 0.00% 4.9/min 1,59 19976,4 
CustomersInRiskQuery 10 13076 358 32421 15381,13 0.00% 6.6/min 2,45 22731 
OffnetCommutersQuery 10 41159 899 81854 32548,59 10.00% 5.2/min 0,01 66,7 

Table 44 – JMETER results for CDR analytics query load testing 
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9.2 CDR analytics queries – results for 500 scenarios 

Best Scenario Query 
Contracts Months Related contracts Execution time (sec) 

10000 

1 
5 1,99 
10 2,03 

3 
5 2,01 
10 2,07 

6 5 2,07 
10 2,21 

12 
5 2,20 
10 2,27 
15 2,28 

50000 

1 5 2,17 
10 2,18 

3 5 2,29 
10 2,42 

6 5 2,64 
10 2,76 

12 
5 2,96 
10 3,08 
15 3,30 

100000 

1 5 5,88 
10 5,99 

3 5 6,38 
10 6,52 

6 5 5,38 
10 5,55 

12 
5 6,26 
10 6,76 
15 7,24 

Table 45 – CDR analytics results with 500 scenarios: Best scenario query  

 

 

 

 

TargetScenario 

Contracts Months Related 
contracts Deviation (%) Execution time (sec) 

10000 1 5 5 2,15 
15 2,14 
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10 5 2,19 
15 2,19 

3 
5 5 2,30 

15 2,27 

10 5 2,30 
15 2,28 

6 5 5 2,32 
15 2,30 

12 
10 5 2,49 

15 2,50 
15 5 2,61 

50000 

1 
5 5 2,75 

15 2,62 

10 5 2,68 
15 2,69 

3 
5 5 2,92 

15 3,08 

10 5 3,24 
15 3,25 

6 5 5 3,24 
15 3,32 

12 
10 5 4,04 

15 4,06 
15 5 4,11 

100000 

1 
5 5 5,45 

15 5,39 

10 5 5,53 
15 5,46 

3 
5 5 6,01 

15 6,00 

10 5 6,13 
15 6,20 

6 5 5 6,60 
15 6,59 

12 
10 5 8,17 

15 8,22 
15 5 8,78 

Table 46 – CDR analytics results with 500 scenarios: Target scenario query  
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RevenueScenarioChange 

The query execution time in seconds 

 
1 month 3 months 6 months 12 months 

10000 contracts 0,65 1,02 1,22 1,33 

50000 contracts 4,63 5,01 5,84 4,46 

100000 contracts 9,85 10,30 12,12 14,80 
Table 47 – CDR analytics results with 500 scenarios: Revenue calculation on scenario change  

 

 

RevenueSegmentOfContracts 
The query execution time in seconds 

 
1 month 3 months 6 months 12 months 

10000 contracts 3,14 3,16 3,29 3,46 
50000 contracts 8,88 9,21 9,94 11,03 

100000 contracts 24,24 26,04 29,43 30,30 
Table 48 – CDR analytics results with 500 scenarios: Revenue calculation on scenario change of 

a customer segment 

 

Get Usage data  

 1 scenario 3 scenarios 5  
scenarios 

10 
scenarios 

20 
scenarios 50 scenarios 

10000 
contracts 0,59 0,84 0,94 1,38 2,58 7,67 

50000 
contracts 2,10 3,01 3,76 5,59 10,80 36,55 

100000 
contracts 3,78 5,83 7,30 11,60 22,22 76,99 

Table 49 – CDR analytics results with 500 scenarios: Getting usage data upon specific invoicing 
criteria 

 

StrongCustomersInRisk 
The query execution time in seconds 

 
3 months 6 months 12 months 

10000 contracts 2,17 3,11 4,32 
50000 contracts 9,62 13,61 21,23 

100000 contracts 19,05 26,73 42,33 

Table 50 – CDR analytics results with 500 scenarios: Churn estimate 
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OffnetCommuters 
Contracts Months Min calls Execution time (sec) 

10000 

3 60 3,99 

6 60 4,50 
70 4,85 

12 60 6,82 

50000 

3 60 6,65 

6 60 9,18 
70 9,79 

12 60 15,39 

100000 

3 60 11,97 

6 60 17,71 
70 17,97 

12 60 28,27 
Table 51 – CDR analytics results with 500 scenarios: Get usage data for off-net commuters 
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